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•Board of Trustees

Orenduff advocates greater knowledge offoreign languages
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
University of Maine System
Chancellor J. Michael Orenduff
feels that students should know a
foreign language before entering a
university.
On Monday, Orenduff set out
goals he and the board of trustees
hope to accomplish during the next

few years
The meeting, held in the hoard's
Bangor office, was designed to
bring the trustees and presidents of
the seven system campuses together to informally discuss ideas about
what the board hopes to accomplish
Orenduff drew an analogy between the cunem health care debate and the challenges facing col-

leges arid universities Healthcare,
he said, has traditionally made people go to a large place to be healed
"Unfortunately, people now
want health care where they are."
he said Colleges and universities,
he added, should also be willing to
go to the public, by means such as
the system's interactive television
network.
Foreign languages, and who

should teach them, was a primary
theme during the chancellor's remarks and discussion period.
"We really ought to be doing
this in public schools," Orenduff
said.
One way to improve this, he
said, is to put senior students into
elementary classrooms. Under a
draft proposal circulated during the
meeting,a language teacher.< corps

•House of Representatives

Cathcart sets Si
By Malcolm Smith
Staff Writer
Orono Rep. Mazy Cathcart
L hose the University of Maine as
the first campaign stop an her quest
for the Second Congressional District Democratic nomination. Last
week Cathcart filed as a candidate
for the seat currently held by Olympia Snowe.
Cathcart spoke during the University Democrats meeting Monday night in the Memonal Union
She said she is hoping to recapture
the support of UMaine's students
and staff, which she received during her State House races
Cathcart said that she would go
to Washington, D C with what she
thought was Maine's two top concerns—.jobs and health care reform
On jobs, Cathcart spoke of the
desire of young people to stay in
Maine, but their inability to because of the lack of jobs
Cathcart, who co-sponsored an
act to reform Maine's health care
system,said"We want real national security, notjust bigger and better weapons."
Spearing of the slated dosing of
Loring Air Force Base and dr expected

would be set up. placing up to 20
seniors in the public schools at no
cost to them.
"What I'm suggesting is that
we help public schools by providing resources- the teachers- to do
this," he said."where it won't channel money away from the public
schools to do this
See ORENDUFF on page 16

•GSS

ts on Washington
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rev-visit* Mr the kmotLoring'sjobs.
Asked about the issue of gun
control.Cathcart said that, because
"gun control" was such a "large
term," she would have to see specific bills brought before Congress
before commenting Speaking on
different measures regarding guns
presented to the state legislature.
Cathcart said that guns are not a
big problem in Maine While she
did not want to confiscate everyone's gun, she said that the issue
might need to be looked at later
Replying to the subject of gays
in the military. Cathcart said that
she grew up in a "racist society" in
the South. and she supports equal
rights for everyone She said the
arguments she hears against lifting
the ban remind her ofthe arguments
against allowing Blacks in the military_ "And, of course. we've had
that for years,and it doesn't seem to
have caused any problems."
L'athcan spoke of campaign
strategies. saying that she plans to

Kempen talks
with senators
By Ryan McKinney
Staff Writer

Mary Cathcart speaks to the University Democrats. (Leonidas
photo.)
spend much time tray ding and
meeting people. She said that she
did not want to use negative campaigning, and instead hoped to
show her own experience inside
and outside of the S:ate House
Cathcart, who has represented

Orono in the State House of Representatives since 1988,currently faces only Jean Hay of Blue Hill for the
Democratic nomination Collin
Worster, treasurer of the University Democrats, said that Has v. ould
speak at UMaine next semester

During its final meeting of
the year last night. the General
Student Senate heard from
Orono Town Manager Gerry
Kempen about the proposed public safety building and modified
many Fair Election Practices
Commission guidelines.
Kempen chose to take questions from various senators rather than speak in depth about the
iaSue. The Orono Town Council
voted Monday night to approve
the building set for placement in
Cabin's Field Kempen said the
building will now go to final
design plans, but funding still
must he approved for the project.
Kempen said that Cabin's
Field was actually not the first
choice for construction. He said
the present building was the first
choice but the cost to upgrade it.
approximately $S million, was
far too high The proposed building will cost the town of Orono
about $2.7 million. He said CabSee GSS on page 16

•Firearms on campus
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WorldBriefs

• Israeli border police kill Palestinian
• US takes lead in semiconductor production
• Vietnam soon to open for business with US

The Maine Camp
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•Middle East
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Palestinian killed in border shootout US retakes lead in semiconductors
killed a
GAZA CITY. Occupied Gaza Stnp (AP) -- Israeli border police
in violence
Palestinian in a shootout Tuesday and then blew up his bomb-laden car,
that coincided with an anniversary celebrated by some Muslim militants.
Israeli troops
Foe Palestinian youths were wounded by army gunfire in clashes. and
a Muslim
braced for more attacks on the sixth anniversary of the founding of llamas,
accord.
peace
PLO-Israel
the
to
fundamentalist group opposed
waged
Palestinian and Israeli extremists trying to block implementation ofthe pact have
the Sept.
since
killed
Israelis
14
and
Palestinians
45
with
campaign.
violent
an increasingly
13 signing.
Renewed unrest had been predicted after Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organizatenitories, a
tion failed to agree on conditions for Israel's withdrawal from its occupied
pullout that was to begin Monday.
bomb attack
Statements broadcast over mosque loudspeakers said today's aborted car
called
was the work of the Ezzedine al-Qassam Brigades, the Hamas military wing. They
for a three-day strike to mourn the man who was killed by soldiers.
The army said the shootout occurred in the Sejaiyeh area when a border police patrol
armed.
spotted a stolen white Ford Escort with three Palestinians inside, two of them
in the car
Gunmen
going
kept
it
when
fire
opened
and
stop
to
car
Police ordered the
one of the
returned fire with a nfle and a pistol, wounding an Israeli trooper before
Palestinians was killed and the others escaped, the army said
The Palestinian's body lay at the side of the road a few yards away as Israeli demolition
blasts
experts blew up the white Ford. which was rigged with explosives A series of 10
smoke
black
of
cloud
a
by
followed
skyward.
shot
flame
of
occurred and a huge hall
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In a remarkable turnaround for a once-troubled industry. U.S
TOKYO IAN
semiconductor makers retook the lead in chip production in 1993, surpassing Japan
said Tuesday.
for the first time in eight years, a research group
g technology. poor eoanomic
manufacturin
US.
improved
reflect
gains
The American
in personal computers,analysts said.
conditions in Japan. and strong American sales ofchips used
controlled 41 9 percent of
Dataquest, a market research firm,said American companies
for Japanese makers.
41.4
percent
to
compared
1993,
the world semiconductor market in
chip maker. Dataquest said. The
For the second year. Intel Corp. was the world's largest
world market share to 9.6 percent,
U.S. maker of computer microprocessors stretched its

2

2.2 points ahead of Japan's NEC Corp.
the world's thirdMotorola Inc. jumped ahead of Japan's Toshiba Corp. to become
largest chip company.
Japanese chip makers surpassed the United States in 1986 by expanding memory chip
two years later,
production. They increased their market share lead to 15 percentage points
industry.
causing many in America to warn of the demise of the U.S. chip
has hsen
Since then,Japan's market share has generally declined, while the U.S. portion
since 1991.
Analysts say the U.S. recovery reflects the different strengths of chip producers in the
two countries.
"The United States is primarily a computer market. while Japan is strong in chips used
in consumer electronics," said Steven Myers.an analyst forlardine Fleming Securities Ltd
in Tokyo. —The big slump in Japan's consumer electronics market and price competition
has hurt Japanese chip makers."

•Vietnam

US close to go-ahead
on contract bidding
n

HANOI. Vietnam(AP)-- Amencan companies
an begin bidding within days on hundreds of millions of dollars worth of proposed development
projects in Vietnam, senior t•.S. officials said Tuesday
It will mark the first time S companies can do business in Vietnam since the country fell to communist North
Vietnam on Apnl 30, 19-c (hi that day, the U S Embas‘y
was closed and Washington slapped Hanoi with a trade

Cult members freed
after court ruling
twenty BUENOS AIRES. Argentina Al'Ii
one members of a religious cult. including seven
Amencans. were freed three months after a court
ordered them held on kidnapping and other charges
Sixteen men and foe women belonging to The 1-ann ly were
!Teased late Monday after the Chamber of Appeals in San
Martin. los/ rx wth a the apaal. niled a federal coon ikleSTI•thave
tureaikte xi in the meter. saki cult spokesman Alhertillonn
A spokesman for the appeals court said the rulmg revoked
the federal coon decision ordering the cult members held
The appeals curi said Buenos Aires province has tunsdiction over the Lase. but a was not immediately known if
provincial authorities onld prosecute cult members
The cultists, including se•en Americans and two Canadians were arrested in police raids Sept i on Buenos Aires-area
homes helorigina to the Argertma based group, an offshoot
of the Children (-aka cult founded in California in 1196)
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embargo.
President Clinton announced Sept 13 that he was easing
the embargo to allow such bids, but his order has not been
put into effect.
Kenneth M Quintadeputy assistant secretary of state for
East Asian and Pacific affairs, told a news conference that
the Treasury Department has wntten the regulations and
"they are likely to he put into effect this week or next"
Quinn and Assistant Secretary of State Winston Lord
denied that Clinton's order allowing the bids had been put
on hold because of allegations that Commerce Secretary
Ron Brown took a hnhe to help lift the embargo
"It takes a little time for the Treasury Department to work
out all the details and the w ant to get it right." Lord said
"They've been moving with as much speed as possible

•Argentina

set
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•Natural disaster

•Disturbing the peace

Rock slide kills 15, up American protesters
arrested in London
to 50 feared dead
e
IoNIEN,API
a
6
A mountainside ol
CAIRO. 1g pi 1APi
lapsed Tuesday and sent boulders the size of a
house crashing into a poor Cairo neighborhood,
killing a least 15 people Police said the death toll could
rise to 50
Dozens of people were trapped by houlders and debris
from their homes, and nulldozers try mg to L tear the nibble
were Lay mg difficulty maneuvering through the neighbor
hood's narrow alle% s
About IS buildings were demolished in the ox-k
which occurred just before dawn when many families were
sleeping The El-laray ah neighborhood is home to mans
zahaleen. or garbage collectors
It was not immediately clear what caused the 211( s ardwide swath of rocks to give was from the Mokattam Hills
Some of the chunks of rock that came crashing down were
20 feet high

Three animal rights acio ists
sen t their message to Christmas shoppers Toesday by
parading naked except fin Santa hats, gloves and an
anti lin banner They were arrested by police
The protesters. two of them Amencan, attracted a large
crowd ot police, news photographers and gawkers on Regent Street in a buss Christmas shopping area
Members of People for the Ethical Treatment IY
mals they wore banners that said. 'We'd rather go miked
than wear fur
I ngnd Newkirk.44. a co-founder of the t S -based organ'
ration. and Tracy Reiman. 25. both from Washington. DC.,
were arrested with Anthony kfTnes. 21. from Deal. England.
Scotland Yard said they were arrested for disturbing the
peace and were in police custody. hut had not been charged
'It is cold. but we are w annhearted.' M• Reiman said.
as police led the protesters awas
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•Column

Sex Matters
Q: I hare been seeing someone almost all
semester. However, the
semester break is fast
approaching. I'm graduating and wino Ing out
of state and she'll he returning for the Spring
semester. We won't be able to see each
other very much and summer seems like
years away. How do I deal with a long
distance relationship? Male, Senior

rs

ry. U S
S Japan

moons:.
rsts said.
.rcent of
makers.
aid The
percent,

A: While long distance relationships can
be tough, some of the best ones are based on
a solid foundation of friendship — which
you are building with her now . Let me share
with you some things I have learned from

's third-

Dry chip
us later,

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D

8. Developing trust.
being in a long-distance relationship. I think include:
9. Seeing the positive aspects that so
I. Realizing that these are natural reit is important to he aware of some of the
often come out of longterm separation.
issues that may arise for the two of you over sponses to a stressful situation.
The transition from seeing someone ev2. Developing additional/new support
the next semester and spend time together
only 1-2 times over
discussing them Fore-warned is fore-armed. systems while separated (people, activities, eryday to seeing them
can be very diffisemester
a
of
course
the
hobbies)
travel
by
on
I . Money issues brought
3. Developing creative ways to commu- cult. Knowing that your relationship has
expenses and large phone bills.
you hare this semes2. Deciding how to define your relation- nicate while at a distance te.g , video/cas- some "history" that
other and establish a
each
know
to
get
to
ter
mail)
the
through
presents
ship with other relationships you will devel- sette tapes,
4. Preparing for the separation. if possi- sense ofcommitment and trust should make
op while apart.
bearable. Best wishes.
3. Evaluating the relationship while at a ble, by discussing ground rules and acknowl- the spring more
Sandra L. Caron is Assistant Professor
edging these might need to he changed later.
distance
5. Using time wisely when together — of Family Relations in the Department of
4. Deciding how to best use the time
spending some time openly dealing with feel- Human Development. She teachesa F351:
when you are finally able to get together
Human Sexuality in the Spring semester.
5 Feelings of being on an emotional roller ings but also some time enjoying each other
Questions for or Caron should he sent
honest.
Being
6.
emocoaster - experiencing a wide range of
7 Communicating openly about thoughts directly to The Maine Campus. basement of
tions such as anger, hurt, fear, indifference.
Lord Hall. CopyrightSandra 1,- Caron, /993.
Solutions to some of these issues might and feelings.

•Transportation safety

las risen

Maine Turnpike Authority to cover bridge bottoms

the

arsused

BIDDEFORD, Maine(AP) — The undersides of six bridges spanning the Maine
Turnpike between Wells and Portland will
be sheathed with wood as a precaution
against falling bridge material
"They look like they might be suspect," MTA Assistant Director of Maintenance Jon Stevens said Monday "They're
sound basically,but it's pretty hard to make
a determination."
The first bridge to be worked on will be
the Route Ill overpass in Biddeford.
In June, a chunk of concrete fell from
the hndge and killed Elizabeth Morris,45.
a Protestant minister at the University of

'ties Ltd
tpetition

Maine More concrete fell from the bridge
last month, although no one was hurt.
The authority has hired a contractor to
secure wooden planks to the underside of
the bridges by Jan. 28.
The other five overpasses to be worked
on are Charles Chase Road in Wells,
McGuire Road in Kennebunk, Boom Road
in Saco and Congress Street and Brighton
Avenue in Portland.
Roland Lavallee of MTH, a Boston
engineering company that inspected the
bridges, said the six bridges were recommended for work because they show ed signs
of "spilling."

"Spalling occurs when you get little
fragments where they become loose and
can fall," Lavallee said. He said that motorists shouldn't be concerned because the
bridges are inspected annually.
Following a report about the November
incident, Elizabeth Morris' brother, Jess
Morris of Newtonville, Mass , said he had
received authority records showing 57 reports of debris falling from overpasses in
the year that ended June 30 The authority
downplayed the significance of the reports.

saying none involved crumbling concrete
Barring inclement weather, work on the
Route Ill overpass could begin as early as
Wednesday. Since the contractor will be
working from the turnpike, traffic will be
diverted to a single lane
One-lane traffic v ill begin approximately 1.518) feet uproad from the bridge.
Stevens said the authority takes traffic flow
into consideration and doesn't anticipate any
interruptions "If we see traffic is hears. then
we will pick up and move out oftheir," tr said.
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•Aroostook

•Fundamental rights

•Persian Gulf War

Judge strikes down
anti-gay amendment

Army officer pleads guilty
to sexual encounter charge

DEN\
AI'( A soter approsed minause that outlawed gay -nghts laws and pros oked a nationwide boycott of the state's • MI-ism industry was declared unconstitutional
'Tuesday
Amendment 2 violates the U S Constitution's equal protection clause by usurping
"the fundamental right of an identifiable
group to participate in the political process:. State District Judge Jeffrey. Bayless
wrote
The state said it would appeal
"It's a ternfic ruling The ruling is a
strong affirmation of gay and lesbian civil
nghts.' said Suzanne Goldberg,an attorney
for the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund in New York
In a small victory for the state. Bayless
said homosexuals don't need the special
protections afforded minorities who have
been victims of past discrimination
The group Boycott Colorado. which had
organized the protest against Colorado's
huge tourism industry, announced it was
lifting its boycott Tuesday
The group claimed the hoy con cost Colorado $119 million in canceled conventions, but state tourism officials have said
the effect was negligible
A nendment 2 would have banned state
and local laws prohibiting discrimination
based n sexual orientation It also would
has e canceled existing gay nghts ordinans es in Aspen. Boulder and Denser

Light sta es have initials es pending that
would outlaw passage of laws protecting
gays, and several cities have repealed antidiscrimination laws
Mary Celeste, an attorney who challenged the amendment, said the ruling puts
other cities and states on notice that "they'd
better he careful not to step on the toes of
fundamental rights"
Colorado's measure nes er took effect.
Bayless issued a preliminary injunction in
January casing there was a strong likelihood
it would be found unconstitutional Both the
Colorado Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court upheld his injunction,and Tuesday 's opinion made the ruling permanent
Bas less, who presided over a two-week
trial on Amendment 2's constitutionality in
October. issued his ruling without comment
In defending Amendment 2, the state had
attempted to show there were six compelling
state interests that justified the initiative.
Has less rejected four of them, including
a claim "there is militant gay aggression in
this state which endangers the state's political functions"
The judge said oils two compelling inter
ests — promotion of religious freedom and
farnils privacs -- were supported hs evidence
'The religious belief urged hs defendants is that homosexuals are condemned hs
Scripture and therefore discrimination based
on that religious teaching is protected within
freedom of religion.' he wrote

PRISM
PHOTOGR
CONTEST

FORT BLISS. rexas(Al') - - A soldier
reprimanded for claiming a superior officer
sexually assaulted her during the Persian
Gulf War is satisfied by his guilty plea and
expulsion from the Army. her lawyer said
Reserve Sgt 1st Class David Martinez,
43.from Albuquerque. N M , pleaded guilty
Monday to a sodomy charge and to making
false statements He was given a bad-conduct discharge He could base irceived up
to 15 years' confinement
The more serious charge of indecent
assault and one other count of making false
statements were dropped
Spc Jacqueline Ortiz, a former resets ist
from Sapello. N.M., accused Martinez of
forcing her to perform oral sex after he
summoned her to his tent in January 1991_
Both were members of an engineering battalion stationed about 211 miles from the
Iraqi border
Ortiz was not present Monday in a state -

D. Thibault
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Stinuater
511

announcing a student
photography contest Photos can
he black and white or color

or Maine scenery. and can
include people. animals, and
close-ups of architecture
Winning entnes ail he published
in the yearbook, and (wit: wil
receive the title of Bea Photo,
which will he accompanied lt3
SS.) cash prize All entries must
he accompanied by name,
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As reported in Monday's paper,
woman was attacked by the
steam plant parking lot. This
picture is a sketch of the
assailent. The subject is a white
male, approximately 6' tall,
weighing 160 lbs, and is in his
20s.
Anyone with information
should contact Officer Deborah
Mitchell at 581-4040 or 5814060. Anonymous phone calls
arc also accepted.
a

The pms,:m i earbook Ls

They should be of this campus

went from her lawyer, she said she was
satisfied that justice was done.
"She's putting it behind her,- lawyer
Ilenr, Mark Holzer said
Last )ear, Ortiz was among a group of
women who testified before a Senate pand
investigating sexual harassment in the military
She said that she had immeduatrls reported that she had been assaulted but that
officers ignored her complaint and repnmanded her after the s concluded the seival
encounter was consensual.
"I would rather have been shot by a
bullet and killed that was than this," Ms.
Ortiz said then
The investigation was reopened at the
urging of Rep Bill Richardson. D-N M
"1 feel sorry for what I did.- Martinez
told the court But while admitting having
sexual contact with the woman and lying to
officers about it later, he denied that he
forced her to have sex.

CAMPUS ALERT

Drawiniite 12/10/93
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Romano, Ami

Ruppert, Joe
Snyder, Je•,f
Soloman, Da
5unde,en, KH,

Vaughan, Jet
Willett, Reba

They are hei
Thank you f
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Doctor sues
Philosophy department drops program
hospital, staff By Bonnie 51mcock
for $60 million
lawyer
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CARIBOU. Maine(AP)-- A Presque
Isle doctor who was suspended from the
Aroostook Medical Center last month for
allegedly abandoning his patients filed a
$60 million lawsuit against the hospital,
its administrators and some of its medical
staff.
Dr. James Benjamin Jr claimed that he
was libeled and defamed dunng the suspen
sion process.
The hospital suspended Benjamin for 30
days, saying he had abandoned patients for
five days when he left town. Benjamin de
nied that and said he cancelled a trip to
California when he couldnt' get other doctors to cover for him.
"This action is filed for assurance of the
truth, because the defendants made one
charge that I was away." Benjamin said in
a statement
"I pros ed that to be untrue The defendants then made other charges equally un
true,and made their findings on those untrue
.:harges and gave me no opportunity to prove
otherwise.
Hospital officials refused to comment on
the lawsuit Monday
In addition to the hospital, the suit names
several hospital administrators, doctors and
nurses.
Benjamin was joined in the lawsuit to
his mother and father James Benjamin Sr is
retired lawyer and heanng judge.

now they're taking it away,"she said "Many ies -There's never been support for adding
people could benefit from religious studies" positions in religious StUtheA," Howard said.
Staff Writer
Douglas Allen, a professor who splits
Howard said the unexpected resignation
between religiotts studies and
teaching
his
pro
studies
religious
only
full-time
of
their
concena
have
students
to
,
Philosoph)
said, "It's a terrible decision.
philosophy,
decide
to
them
pushed
Halford.
trated on Aigious studies within their de- fessor, Sarah
the strengths of our
partment will have no study elsewhere ifthey whether to keep the program that has been We eliminate one of
loss for the
tremendous
a
It's
program.
25
for
Maine
of
the
University
by
offered
want to continue the exploration of religion
campus_ We've never had the support of
years
from only a philosophical viewpoint_
With the threat of losing the position the administration"
The decision to disband the depart
Allen said he has fought strongly for
intent's offering of the concentration in entirely due to downsizing and cutbauks,
1111111111111111111111 teli gnatsstudies in dr past Thistime,he said,
the snow:it-al has changed due to the immediato of having to coosider the issue. Because
"We would like to continue religious studies but it's a hard
ofthis,along with the fear ofcutbacks. he has
lost his zeal for upholding the battle.
choice for us whether to continue both inadequately or
"I think all my colleagues would agree
concentrate on one."
the program is an asset not a liability,"
that
—Michael Howard,chair of the Philosophy Department
he said. —This time protle felt very vulnerable. We thought 'How could we be a
viable depaitment?* "
best
their
in
it
was
religious studies was upheld despiie outcry they quickly decided
Allen said the area they found to have
philosophy
a
with
post
the
fill
to
interest
Monmeeting
a
at
faldffit3
from concen
most interest and support was applied
the
pinfesacor.
studies
religious
a
trot
day night. A Mini of the &pun mem's sti- prufessix,
The devsztairai., one of the smallest in the ethics The coileges of Nursing. Applied
&-nts concentrate h eligious studies
Agrkealture and Engineering were all intes1 didn't he an argument that was country when ourripared to universities of
and rnade the decision an opportunity
persuasive enough for rise to reverse the COMpillbile size, has only five professor po- e._sted
campuswide support for the philosgain
to
1
now
until
and
philosophy,
1i2
3
sitions;
the
of
Ciao
aid,
how
decision," Michael
Allen said.
department
ophy
studies.
In religious
Philosophy Department, said.
Herrick said she understands the de"We would like tocontinue religious studHerrick, a junior who declared a
Su
to partment's logic but it still makes her sad to
double rnajor in psychology and philoso- ies but it's a bard choice for us whether
tror irlignic,S Si4.164.5
on
caw/cepa-we
. this semester, had planned to concen- continue both inadequately or
ply.
Howard said Me intesdnupilary Oenrelicontinued
we
"If
said.
Howard
one,
iAectthe
said
She
trate in religiose studies.
religican
centratioa
the
of
expense
hie
heat
non upsets her and she wishes the depart- gious oldies,itwoukl
tea of anthropology, sociology, ilitenlY,
ment could find the money rx- some other philosophy department."
The decisice also reflects die lack of sup- literature and classics willsdllbsavIe
way to keep the program.
the odmingarationfrzteligiotrt stud- to students.
-I just found it was interested in it and
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LOOK WHO'S HERE!

>rah
Its

Avihoct Guy
Beringer, Sin
f5lanco Rivera. Rebeka
Colburn, Melissa
Finona, Melvin
Fisher. Jeffrey
Frick, Natalie
Frohman, Shawn
Gibson, Ashly A.
Handley, Candace
Hanson, Julie
Hines, Barbara
Hull, Sharon
Icanati-Lens, Alberto
Loftsgaarden, Meta Ann
Michaud, Jenney
Miekowski, Nancy
Mongrairt, Chad
Morozumi. Shako
Perkins, Sarah
Reynolds, Kristin M.
Romano. Ami
Ruppert, Joshua
Snyder. Jessica
Soloman, David
Sundeen, Kristopher D.
Vaughan, Jenny
lAillett, Rebecca

California State University/Northridge
University of Idaho
University of Puerto Rico/Rio Piedra.5,
Humboldt State University
University of Guam
California State University/Bakerefieid
University of Massachusetts/Boston
University of Guam
Humboldt State University
Rhode Island College
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
California State University/Northridge
California State University/Chico
University of Puerto Rico/Cayey
Montana State University
California State University/Northridge
Rhode Island College
Montana State University
Fort Lesvie College
Boise State University
Rhode Island College
University of Georgia
University of Nevada/Rene
California State University/Bakersfield
California State University/Northridge
Humboldt State Universityy
University of Delaware
California State University/Chico

ITS LATE! DO YOU KNOW WHERE
YOUR CLASSMATES ARE?
University of New Mexico
Beckwith, Amy
University of Montana
Carter, Douglas
Cummings, Kathleen University of Wyomina
Evers, Christopher University of Montana
University of Montana
Guyaz, Darren
University of South Carolir,Hallett, Jeffrey
Hutchings, Jeremy University of Hawaii/Manoa
Humboldt State University'
Lucas, Kristin
MacKenzie, Jill M. Humboldt State University
Meyers, Lawrence D. West Virginia University
Morrison, Dori Jean West Virginia University
North Arizona University
Pond, Ethan
University of Montana
Ricker, Seth
Colorado State University
Smith, Karen
New Mexico State University
5vec, Kimberly
Colorado State University
Trahey, Suzanne

They are all taking part in the National Student
Exchange Program this fall. Wouldn't you like
to join them?

Program
They are here under the National Student Exchange
welcome
them
making
for
Thank you

l Student Exchange Coordinator
For more information, contact: John F. Collins, Jr., Nationa
Hall
,

408 Hannibal Hamlin
Telephone: 581-1297

—
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Ex-maid claims
ordered,
One trial
she saw Jackson
with naked boys
dismissed
another
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LOS ANGELES(AP) -- An attorney fur
a 13-year -old boy who has sued Michael
that if the Judge dismissed the charge. the Jackson for sexual abuse says he's eager to
county would ask the Michigan Supreme inters iew an ex -maid who claimed she saw
Court to take the case. bypassing the state the singer bathe and show er with naked boys_
Court of Appeals
"I can hardly wait for tomorrow to take
Fieger said he can show the Sept g death her deposition under oath. We've waited a
of Donald O'Keefe. a bone cancer patient. long time for this," attorney Larry Feldman
met guidelines set out by Kaufman for com- said
mitting a reasonable suicide
In interviews with the Los Angeles Times
The gaunt. unthasen Kevorkian was and the TV show "Hard Copy,- Blanca
brought to court earlier Tuesday in Royal Francia said she quit woniing for Jackson
Oak in a wheelchair. wrapped in a blanket
two years ago when she became angered by
He rested his head on his clasped hands what she saw of his contact with boys
through most of the hearing
Citing unidentified sources, the Times
Royal Oak District Judge Daniel Sawic- reported Tuesday that Francia told investki ruled there was enough es idence to s-y
gators she saw a naked Jackson with at least
Kesorkian on a charge he helped Menan tw o nude boys,once in a whirlpool bath and
Frederick COMM( suicide Oct 22 by inhal- once in a shower,and that she found Jackson
ing carbon monoxide
and a boy in a sleeping hag.
Her son. Richard Frederick. told the
Francia told "Hard Copy- that the 35Judge -My mother was terminally ill and
ear-old entertainer called boys "rubba"
wanted to end it all Her daughter-in-law
and would rub them against his "private
also testified
parts '' She said she cleaned a •'hideawaySawicki refused to reduce Kevorkian•s
here Jackson would go with young friends.
S50.000 bond he set two weeks ago Kevorki"I saw little things like rubbing a boy
an has refused to post bond or let any of his against his body He had boys sitting in his
supoun of Appeals considers the constitu- lap and rubbing them.- she said in the
tionality of the law
interview scheduled to air in installments
Oakland Counts Assistant Prosecu- beginning Tuesday night It was not clew
tor Errol Stillman argued against a bond from the 'hard Copy inten less whether
reduction
Jackson was clothed at the time
Afterward. Fieger said he would take his
"Hard Cops" producer (lien Firt,s,..
bail-reduction request to Oakland Counts lee, who read portions of the interview to
Circuit Coun. where Kesorkian faces trial
Associated Press. refused to say whethin Frederick's death
er Francia was paid Francia said she worked
In Wayne County. Kaufman ruled Mon- for Jackson for five years.
day that assisted suicide is a nght when a
Jackson attorney Howard Weitzman reses erely ill, rational person with little hope fused Tuesday to discuss Franca's remarks
of mosery decides without interfeience to The singer's family also declined comn
commit suicide
Jackson remained in seclusion, appal
Indic s ide aape.the 731m-old° Keefe ently at his Neseriand ranch in Santa Barwith his w de and Kes°titian at his side
bara county
signed a consent form seeking death by
Also Tuesday. Feldman took testim,
carbon monoxide poisoning Kes ockaan also from .1krithony Pellicano, a pnvate investisigned it
gator who was one of Jackson's most
Kesorkian also has been charged in defenders when the allegations of se,
V.as ne County in the death ofThomas Hy de. abuse surfaced in August
31 who had Lou Gehn g disease That tn a I
Pellicano was interviewed at Weitzman'
is set for Feb 15
office He declined to say. what he told the
teen-ager's attorney'
Weitzman also refused comment.11,
that a Judge had asked all parties in the
70 remain silent pending a Fnday ruli7
Jackson request that Feldman he proh
t-ti from releasing information in the case.
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DETROIT API — Dr Jack Kesorkian
won one and lost one Tuesday An assisted
suicide charge was dismissed by one Judge.
and another ordered a trial for the death of a
Lou Genng's disease patient
The suburban Judge who ordered the
trial also refused to lower Kesorkian s
S50.000 bond despite his attornes s appeal
f or a "Christmas amnesty and a promise
his client would refrain from aiding any
more suicides for now
Kesorkian. who has refused solid food
for two weeks to protest his Jailing, was
behind bars Tuesday when V. ay ne County Circuit Judge Richard Kaufman
dropped the charge and formally struck
down Michigan's law banning assisted
suicide On Monday. the Judge ruled that
the law was unconstitutional because it
was oserly broad in siolation of the liberty pros ision of the 14th Amendment to
the U S Constitution
Kaufman s decision came after Kesorban attorney Gruffer) Fieger showed s identape of a cancer patient saving ''I want to
stop the pain and • do not want to go on
lis mg
Kevorkian. a 65-year-old retired pathologist, has been present at 20 suicides
since 1990 ise has e been since February when Michigan outlawed assisted
suicides The lass, enacted to stop Kercorkian carries a possible four-s ear prison sentence
Kesorkian has consumed only Juice.
sit alley and snamins since his Jailing Nos 30
Ile was hospitalized osernight after suffering a bean irregularity but was released
Monday after doctors found no sign of a
heart attack
Before Kaufman•s ruling W.:yneCounty Assistant Prosecutor Tom tthy Kenny said
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By Michelle Ashi
Staff Writer
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UMaine prepares for
183rd commencement
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
December is a time of celebration for
everyone, but for over 600 University of
Maine students, the holidays will be even
more special because they will be part of the
183rd commencement at UMaine
There will be 480 students receiving
undergraduate degrees. 145 receiving graduate degrees. and 10 students receiving doctoral degrees, but approximately only 500
will attend the hour-and-a-halfceremony on
Saturday'

proximately 3 months
Graduate degrees will be presented by
Charles E Tarr,dean ofthe Graduate School.
and undergraduate degrees will he presented by Virginia R. Gibson. president of the
Faculty Senate.
The greeting will be given by Dr. George
W. Wood, representing the University of
Maine System Board of Trustees, Matthews
said. Anne E. Ponies, associate dean for
academic service will represent the UMaine
General Alumni Association in welcoming
the new alumni to graduated ranks.
1 he Maine Steiners will be performing

Tots

Orono Fire Department and
UMaine residents sponsor party
By Dave Haskell
Volunteer Writer
The residents on campus. with the help
of the Orono Fire Department. will beholding the second annual Toys for Tots Christmas Party
The party will give 60 needy children
presents. Parents stated what the children
needed or wanted, the gifts were then purchased by students from all of the dorms on

campus
Scott Anchors. the coordinator of the
University of Maine Toys for Tots Christmas extras aganz.a said -the students were
very generous at last year's party "Last year
students gave from 80 to 90 presents to some
very pleased children
This little party not only makes a few
children happy, but at the same time it gives
UMaine students a chance to improve relations with the the town of Orono
-The students efforts have made this
party come together very nicely," fire—Janice Matthews, Registrar's Office
fighter Buddy Webber said. -This is a
great way for the students to get some
recognition from the town of Orono.
the National Anthem,and will lead the grad- good
December graduation is becoming more
It is not usual to see the town of Orono and
Song.
Stein
Maine
the
in
guests
and
uates
in
Matthews
popular, according to Janice
of the universits actually
Academin: honor societies and students the students
the Registrar's Office
receiving academic awards are ironed to
-This is due more because of the personal
wear sashes and pins that they have, but
touch It is much more personal than the larger
there is nothing to signify graduating with
outdoor ceremony It's festive because every distinction, high distinction or highest disone is in a more holiday mood," she said. In
tinction. These will not be known until final
general. the December graduation is smaller
grades for this semester are posted. Getting
ceremony.
than the traditional May
the final grades would be impossible this
Chancellor J. Michael tkenduff will be
year considering graduation is before final
but
address.
ent
commencem
the
delivering
exams Those students who do graduate
it is not known what topic he will speak on
with honors will receive recognition on their
Orenduff is the former president of the
and on their transcript.
diploma
was
and
Farmington
University of Maine in
Commencement begins at 10:30 a.m. on
acting president of the Amencan t ni sersiSaturday. Dec IS at Alfond Arena. No tickty of Bulgaria. Orenduff was selected as the
ets are necessary. so arrive early for the hest
new chancellor on Nos 15, after holding
seating.
the position of acting chancellor for ap-

December graduation is
becoming more popular.

working together."
The town of Orono was more than happy to find the names of children in need for
the university, and the response from the
students in getting the gifts was enormous
Fourteen of the 15 dorms that were asked
responded immediately.
If last year was any indication the gay :risky will be just as great as the respnrre, Anchors said. Last year the gifts that were bought
were not just average, simple presents.
"People went all the way to make sure
that a few needy children had a great Christmas" Anchors said Judging from the response, this year there should he some very
happy children as well.
The party will be held on Dec. 19 at
Hilltop Commons from 3 p.m to 5 p.m.
There will be a special appearance from
Santa Claus, who will hand out presents at
3: 5 p m
t'oordinating the the party at Hilltop is
Vicki Hansen "The big thing is to make sure
that the students that bought presents be
encouraged to attend so that they can meet
the children first hand,- Hansen said.
One other highlight at the party will be when
the children and the students make mid decorate
Christmas cookies together

Two days left to bring your gifts to
The Maine Campus for A Campus
Christmas for Kids!

Student Government
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{VNomination papers will be available
in the Student Government Office
on Tuesday, January 18th.
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Nominations will be due by 3:30
p.m.on Tuesday, January 25th.

Elections will be held on
Wednesday. February 9th.
Any questions should be brought to
the Student Government, Inc. Office
or call x1775.
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Guns

•Firearm ban

•Law

Mental health questions Testimony ends in gun ban
housing case
public
and
exam
bar
from
ed
remov
wood took exception with questions 29 and
30 on the questionnaire. which was required to take the bar exam
"I found the questions yery intrusive,
and I did not understand the relationship to
'nderwood
moral fitness to practice law
have
said "So I looked at it and said, Il'
to answer these questions I'd rather not
practice law:''
Backed by !slurray and l'ridervy(yid s
husband, law yer Peter Fessenden, the law
school graduates decided to challenge the
bar association to spare others from the
questions
The bar examiners were in the process
of rev iew ing the questions when the students filed their complaints
The
-The timing was unfortunate
board was in the process of re% le% ing the
very issues that were raised... said Connie
O'Neal,chairwoman of the licens. rig board
O'Neal, who maintains the state has a
right to satisfy, itself to the emotional stability of la W erc seeking to enter practice, said
the rev leis is still pending

People
PORTLAND. Maine (AP)
taking the state bar examination can't be
required to answer questions about their
mental health history, a state supreme court
justice has ruled
Anne Underwood of Topsham and Judith Plano of South Portland convinced
Maine Supreme Court Justice Robert Clifford that the questions violated provisions
of the new Americans with Disabilities Act
The law prohibits discnmination On the
basis of disabilities, including mental or
physical health
Clifford ruled Friday that a questionnaire that inquires about emotional and ner% ous disorder's yiolated the ADA l'he quesUons should be framed to inquire about
behavior -- not health, the justice noted
'This is important This is one of the
first cases in which a court has actual!)
made a decision on applying the ADA to
questionnaires and licensing,' said Peter
Murray . (ine the lawyers for Underwood
and Plano
The students decide(
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TGIF
MUSIC AND LUNCH
Come listen to music performed by
UM students faculty and guests
Selected Fridays 12 15 pm in the
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Sponsored by Memorial Union &
the Music Department
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PORTLAND. Maine I AP) --- Testimo
ny ended Tuesday in a legal fight over the
constitutionalits of a ban on firearms in
Portland's housing projects and the presiding judge promised a ruling by year's end
The National Rifle Association had filed
suit in Cumberland County Superior Court
on behalf of an unidentified couple w ho live
in public housing and claim that the ban
instituted in 1975 violates their right of gun

ow nerchip
Justice Sidney W Wernick. an acti‘e
retired member of the Maine Supreme Judicial Court, heard the case without a jury. No
matter which way he rules, an appeal to the
high court is expected
Leaders of tenants' councils at two Port
land Housing Authority projects testified in
support of the ban, saying the absence of
firearms keeps neighborhood disputes and
other potentially violent situations from end
ing in tragedy
'I do feel more secure with the ban in
effect,' said Maria Berg. a mother of four
ho has li% ed for four years at the Front
Street project
•Clinton

But witnesses offered scant evidence
that firearms posed a problem at any of the
II/ projects, both before the ban was adopted
in 1975 and in subsequent years
The lone witness summoned by the plaintiffs was a state statistician who said most
categories of violent crime in Maine have
declined in the pact III months.
Stephen Bunker. supervisor of the Maine
'nifi win Crime Report also noted that only one
of the 16 homicides rectesied in Piinland since
January I WOinvolved a firearm and that shooting was not on housing authority istwty.
Earlier Tuesday-.a police lieutenant testified
that i-rnwdedcnnditwins in the projects make fee
a % olatile atmosphere anti the presence of firearms would .teorstrAite officers who Me often
called there to quell disturbances.
"Things get out of control easily there,"
Lt Mark Dion said If the ban were lifted,
"the potential for risk increases for officers: he added
Wemick questioned attorneys at length
dunng the summations, producing the sort
of give and take more often found when
appeals are argued before the Supreme Court

administration

Heat-cutting plan gets cold reception
budget to help pay for proposals like
mis-roN,A,__chrisnne half/ tears
her

Pg‘

expanding Heat: Start
The Low Income Home Energy ASSislance Program will spend nearly SI 44 billion this winter to help poor families, particularly those including elderly or disabled
people and children Last winter, the program reached 5 2 million households
The budget for the Department of Health
and Human Services, which runs the program. is still being drafted. Spokesmen for
FIRS and the Office of Management and
Budget refused to discuss the program's
spending

Issue will de a cokier place lithe( Tinton a.!irrrn
Ntrabon ries ahead with deep cuts in a ;ingrain
that helps the pont pay their heating bills
Porter, a 26-year old mother of lour whose
husband is unemployed. will get 5145 this
oil for her
wader ION ard the pUIVIIMe of
three-hedrrom g%artinent in Dorchester Next
year, her alkitment could he reduced cot cut
altogether
Congressional aides and advocates for
the prior speaking on condition of anonymit, said the heating program may he slashed
by more than half in President Clinton's

es
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era to carry handguns,
"I don't like guns
around guns," Rideout
have been incidents or
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Public Safety officers I
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situations include those front-line Safety,
whose officers are better trained and
equipped to deal with dangerous situations
Currently, only road officers are armed
with handguns_ Complex officers, who patrol the residence halls, do not carry pistols.
The time may have come for complex officers to carry handguns, however.
"I don't like guns, I don't like being
around guns," Rideout said."However,there
have been incidents over the past couple of
years when I believe it is appropriate for
Public Safety officers to carry sidearms for
their safety and the community's safety."
He pointed to the recent Penobscot Hall
incident, where a handgun was displayed by
someone wanting entry to the hall, and questioned the fairness of sending an officer in
without a handgun.
Public Safety will not send an unarmed
officer into a situation where a weapon may
be present This potentially increases response time Rideout said he would like to
see university policies Loncerning Public

Safety and handguns reviewed
Smith said she recognizes that she and
her staff call Public Safety when they can't
handle a situation. She said the university
tried to discourage weapons on campus, but
they are now here,and it may he time to deal
with them_ She also felt it was not fair to call
in officers without handguns
She added that weapons in the hands of
officers wouldn't be taken away and used
against them, but she still didn't like the fact
that students in a lounge may talk to a police
officer and look down and see a weapon
On the whole,however,the university is
seen as safe
"I think that if we're clew about the type
of community we have here, people will see
it as a home setting," Ilenckler said.
"I would say that the University of Maine,
when compared to other campuses nationally,
can be seen as a safer environment," Ilalstead
said "But I don't want to give students the
image this is nirvana or utopia and we air not
subject to people's unlawful acts"

•Political killings

US trained Salvadorans
linked to death squads
NEW 1 ORK tAP) the U S military
was training wealthy Salvadorans linked to
right-wing death squads even as the Bush
administration pursued peace in Central
America. The New Fork Times reported today.
The State 1>epartment documents re% iewed by the new sparer air the first to
describe Americans training cis ilians tied to
political killings in El Salvador. and the first
to link American support to Sal% adoran death
squads in the 1990s. the newspaper said
The new spaper quoted a 1 990cable from
then-1 S Ambassador William Walker to
the State 1)eriartment in sshiih he said he
had learned that American officers were
presiding weekly military training to 50 to
641 wealthy Salvadorans
The group called itself Los Patrioticos,
or the Patriotic Ones Walker called them
"adventure-seeking,gun-toting.'Soldier of
Fortune' subscribing. rich yiting extiernists,'' the Timex said
The group "was being used as 3 cover

for death-squad activities,'• Walker said.
citing U S intelligence reports.
Over the objections of some American
military officers. Walkei halted the unit's
training, the newspaper said
U.S military personnel worked closely
with the Salvadoran armed forces, hut none
of the 56 billion in American military and
economic aid was earmarked for military
training of civilians
Walker's cable was among some 12,000
previously classified goveminent papers on
U.S. Central American policy made available to the public this year.
Those documents and a U.N. investigation showed that the Salvadoran army and
security forces were associated with death
squad activities,including the killing y if hundreds of civilians during the 1980-02 war
The death squads were at their deadliest
in the early I 9S0s. and were thought to he a
thing of the past in MR when President
Bush embraced regional peace negotiations
in Central America
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•Resuscitiation order

•Campus Living

If you can't stand the heater
noise get out of the dorm
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Besond final exams and louss drising
conditions.one annos ince that mans on-cam
pus I .niserats of Maine students can precbci
esery winter is the hanging wheezing and
clanking of their dorm heaters
1-2x. las lor, a sophomore political science
major at the universits. has heen at sidds with
the heater in his Knox Hall dorm morn this
Ceinecter.a the worst times of the das
Resenils Taslor's healer woke him up
with an ear piercing t,istkatd5a m on a das
he set aside to sleep in Nothing he tried could
make the noise go awns. until it chose to
muffle itself hours later
At " click I went to eat breakfast and
!swear tot:id I heard it in HilhopCornmons.
Tas kw said. though he also said Ti mas hase
heen his understandahis stressed imagination
Kathleen True,a third • seat W kflde major
loin? in Somerset Hall considers herself another swum of rimers heater Lau semester.
she wtould often he mused from sleep h her
room's piping as well
11 almost wares you when it comes on
till ?Ise.011 a heart attack, it s rwiiss.- True
said
Due to her current place at the end of her
wing.though. and thus against a cold concrete
w all. the Co7S heat is a w ordoa. k tradeoff for
aro his -product moor, she said

Speaking up in professiorial defense of the
unisersits "learns pipelines waslames Tread
well. assistant director of Mairlt01.1/1Ct of
I Nanne•s Temperature Crwitml Shop, a department of Facilities Management
One noiss culprit that esers dormitors s
heating %sum has. Trt-adwell said, is the Imo
that the pipes are made from heat traveling
through them causes them to expand I thud'
and after the floss ceases. thrs cool down and
contract taint',
Stress can sometimes help to amplifs this
noise, as a building s pipes mas take a two cit
three-hour rest tefore hemming awash in
strain or water again. and expanding the justcooled pipes once more t pop'
This is the main cause of noise in fTlarl
soudi-cainpus dorms, winch are heard In water fri wn boiler in each hulk:brie s hasement. he
said The flowing twit water doesn't usualls
viund ans louderthan the pipes rt trasrls dessigh
Other dormitories. which are steam plant
heated. though, must also occasionalls suffer
through the auditors effects of the searing hot
steam
I:Maine's radiator's are designed so that
after steam cools and condenses into a I N
uid a des ice called a trap collects it and
sends it hack through the heating system to
he heated up again
I nfortunat-ls though while the traps can
alv.as s get the catching part right. sometimes
dies re not too efficient with the releasing.

. Net..ern the it.ireed water and
cau-ing to,floc'
strain flossing ttvough the rwpes
-When the steam comes into the ss stem
then. it'll hang against the w ater there and
make a noise,- Treadwell said
A student with a particularls noiss heater
can tell his or her RA it building manager
about it or call Temperature ('switrol chrectls
Treads..ell said
at
Treaduell said he thought the ss stem v. As
prem well, despite ans complaints. the steam
and w ater-hased heat o.stmilartomani, houses
in Maine, hut just a whole lot bigger
"lou re talking *slut 2211 moms per huikiing up there t using Hilltop dorms as an example and ifsou get fise or six calls a Week.I'd sas
sou're doing pretts damn good- Trealwell
said "Its an awful big cyq[111tirmal theme"
John Mullen. a senior lustors major and
Knox Hall resident, also defended the heater.,
casing that heater noise is just anther part of
the whole college experience
s just something souse got to deal
with: he said
Mullen skim't think the heater noises are
that had. since he's managed to get used to
them after four sears, he said
The'.'re not much louder than the water
heater is at his home. either, he said
Besides said Mullen.sou can alw ass plait
ssith die cnntml knob to improve things -Some
times sou ll just get a hissing instead of all the
hanging.- he said

Committee
reverses order
once again
•

LEWISTON. Maine AR) - - The city
school committee reversed itself a second
time, soling against honoring a mother's
request that teachers not resuscitate her disabled daughter in a medical emergency.
Faced with a complaint to federal officials, the committee voted to lift its -do aot
resuscitate" order for Corey Brown. a 12year-old suffering from cerebral palsy, mental retardation and scoliosis,effective Feb. I
"Enough is enough.- said Linda
Lafrance, the girl's mother who requested
the DNR order -I'm not going to sign
something I don't agree with just so that
someone doesn't get sued"
The committee's 6-2 decision Monday
night was the second reversal since the pastel
%tiled in October to ignore the wishes of die
child's mother, then changed its vote to
honor the I)NR order Last month,the board
reaffirmed it% decision to make Corey a
special case, but barred future ONlks
Crider the current rules, air, similar requests will he left up to a panel of doctors,
famils and teachers, who will draft rules gova case-tis -case basis.
enung resuscitatkin
Superintendent Robert Connors would
not sas whether a I)N12 order would he an
option for the team
Connors, who ha'opposed the decision to
grantal)NR,said the thrrat ofa federal law •
oils added to his detennination to push'
polk-s that hers 1)NR orders altogether.
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It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vis arin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, hut sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night°
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,of Camft44ektelrf4t44,
In an effort to make the Christmas season a little brighter for some local
underprivileged children this year, The Maine Campus is publishing a
series of wish lists. These lists will give the University of Maine students,
faculty. staff and community an opportunity to make some of these children's wishes come true on Christmas morning.
The following lists were obtained from The Acadia Hospital in Bangor.
The Acadia Hospital is a psychiatric and chemical dependency hospital
which has both a children's unit and an adolescent unit. The hospital is in
need of several items for its young patients and any gifts will he greatly
appreciated.

Children's Unit
• Ages 12 and under
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Adolescent Unit
Ages 12 - 17
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Please bring all gifts(unwrapped) to
the offices of The Maine Campus in the
basement of Lord Hall by Friday, Dec. 17.
Gifts will be distributed the following week.
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EditorialPage
•Column

Out with the old
Bonnie Simcock

Are you asking yourself. -Where has this year gone"- Funny
how the years go by faster when we base more responsibility.
This year. the present has become past so quickly I feel as
though I must he sharing an experience with Scrooge m Dicken's tate
Before we are bombarded with Year in Res iew- segments on television. I
thought I'd do a little local reminiscing
I'll start with the standout stones at the campus level. Let's see. in 1993. a
Crusersity of Maine athletic team won a national title Who among us was not
caught up in the excitement of the hockey team's long awaited win' Now they 'se
been stricken with had luck ---- injuries, ineligibilities. coaching conflict and
penalization I het the athletic department wishes it could turn hack the clock
African future
Downsizing w as a major theme early in the year Where did it go? Where are its •A South
effects' Sure. there's been some change at UMaine but what happened to those
big mergers and cutbacks of programs and departments' I'm not adsocating these
changes should base taken place. but why were they dropped' Without too much
explanation. the plan's name has been changed to Quality Improsement Is this
The hoard of trustees of the Univeronly ar other fad business term that will dissipate along with the calendar days'
of Maine System, after 12 sears. is
sity'
for
up
ressing
We're
campaigns
political
new
of
midst
We ee now in the
gubernatorial primaries and, oh yes — I almost forgot -- Student Government recorP idering its policy on ins esting in
elections Hmmm. will they he as successful as last year's' I. for one, can't wait compi _flies in South Africa. With recent
for the excitement Maybe though. well only go through the process once and our events. UMaine should begin reinvestnew leaders can actually get down to business
ing in this troubled nation.
Turning to the state level. the economy is looking a little better Des elopment
Wien the trustees decided to divest
seems to he slowly rebounding
In Maine. we should term 1991 -The Year of Wal Mart Where else can you all holdings in South Africa in 1982.the
'You can stock your pantry. get parts to apartheid government was firmly in
spend a whole esening of entertainment.
fix your car, decorate your house, expand your electronic technology. outfit
contro . Sanctions, and deciding to diyourself with a new wardrobe. eat at the snack har, get your ;lair done and base
vest in companies doing business in
your picture taken With all this who needs, or wants, to become acquainted with
South .Africa. was an appropriate step.
:tore owners, window shop downtown or become a regular at a restaurant'
(hi a national lend we se seen Clinton's health plan. the re% ised health plan .
South African President F.W. DeKthe re-re'.ised health plan We se seen his c.abinet nominations. renomination,. lerk.th'ugh.started the process of bringappointments and re-appointments Does he do anything right the first time' Kind
ing tht country into a full democracy,
of makes you wonder what will happen in the future Will he yo-yo hack and forth
first b5 releasing imprisoned African
consistency'
action
and
decision.
on concerns that require immediate
And don't forget the solution to something that's been keeping me awake National Congress leader Nelson Mannights The liuhble telescope has been repaired Good thing we spent all that della id 199).
money on something floating around in space that will send us pretty pictures I
ndella. DeKlerk and others have
guess we don't need money. in the battles against drugs. cnme. homelessness.
slov.1
orked out differences vhile
AIDS. cancer, racism. sexism. etc
I've left out many things. but Fm sure they .11 he cos ered by other people We •
Semester's end blues
can now look forward to new beginnings, although much, unfortunately, will
probably remain the same
At least Fse got my health, my family. friends and enough money to cuisine
With those things and a sense of humor or sarcasm, anyone can make it through
whateser 1994 will bring Enjoy the memories. asold hang's em and base a safe
Wth the closing of the semester
and festive celebration of the new year
final papers. projects. presentacomes
Bonnie Sinn or S. is still in shin S. over rho vs hirlw oki of a near

Beat the rush, reinvest now
mov ing toward a new constitution, one
where blacks would be able to vote and
take part in government posts for the
first time, with elections scheduled for
April 1994.
Now, after a Mandella request to
end sanctions and a transition team has
been established, circumstances are favorable for reinvesting in South Africa.
Some factions, though, are not going quietly into this good night. Rightwing groups have all hut guaranteed
that multi-racial democracy will come
only with continued bloodshed.
This postion. albeit a bloody one, is
only held by a minority. The trustees,
whose 1982 vote made L'Maine one of
the first 10schools to divest,should take
the lead again by reinvesting in South
Africa and its future (CSD)
•AinNIMM=

No time to procrastinate
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tions and tests. People are tired,stressed,
and, it, some cases, downright frustrated. W!.11. vacation is almost upon us.
Level, of stress and complaints of so
much work to do, always increase this
time cf the semester.
Ti ere are a few reasons for this
accumulation of work. One of these is
because it is the last week, classes must
he wrapped up Another reason is finals
always bring work The last reason, is
procrxstination.
Procrastination can really get people i7ito trouble When the semester
draws nearer to the end. some students
are ht ss ith the reality that everything is
due now It is so easy to put reading oft
unit the week before the test, or to put
off starring a paper that is not due until
the week prior to finals, hut it is not so

easy v. hen time is nearly out.
Sometimes students have so much
they have to do that they have no choice
but to fall behind in something Ofcourse
there are also those students who are
procrastinators for no apparent reason
at all
Whether one has three assignments
due :it once, or just needs a night to kick
back and relax, probably all students
have IA anted to kick themselves for putting assignments off
One way to solve this problem of
procrastination is to make a resolution.
no matter boys much one has to do next
semester, they will budget their time
v. isely One could say this, hut it is not
always that easy.
All one can do is concentrate, try to
stay on top of things, take it one day at
a time and try not to put things off
unnecessarily. f KJS)
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15
Maine Outing Club • Skill Seminar-1. rcss_ :Lint ry Ski
Preparation arid Waxing •all are welcomel•7:30 p.m.
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Ecumenical Bible Study• With four Orono campus ministers
•1912 Room, Memorial Union •12:15-1:00 p.m.•Every
Wednesday.
Chess Club • Every Wednesday•6:30-11:00 p.m.• FFA Room,
Memorial Union • All chess players are welcome.
Gamer's Guild • Every Wednesday•6:00 p.m.•310 Stevens
Hall• For more information call Marc at 581-6622.
College Republicans • Meeting every Wednesday•8:00 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union • For more information
call Karen Williams at 581-7746.
Black Bear Mountain Bikers • Group rides• Every Tuesday and
Wednesday •3:00 p.m.• Starts at Hilltop Field • All are
welcome.
Cafe con 'eche •
•"- J'a
• -3 r

non-profit cafe in Hart Hall welcomes you!
r - til midnight Monday-Friday
inight weekends.

Wildlife Society Meeting •6:00 p.m.•102 Nutting Hall• Pizza
vvill be served.
Pre-Law Society • 7:00 p.m,• All are welcome •Peabody Lounge.
Memorial union.

Soup Kitchen • Samosa:, and Curried Rice • Nightly
vegetarian meals are served with salad, fruit, yogurt,
coffee, tea and juice • All you can eat for $4.25
•5:00-6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee. Memorial Union.

The Union Bo

Memo

Daily Mass •4:45 p.m.•at the Newman Center.
Fernald Snack Bar • Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
• Wednesday's Express Special: One of BarBar's Breaded
Stuffed Chicken (Cornon bleu or broccoli and cheese)
served with rice pilaf arid a medium drink - $3.50.

Non-Traditic
• Mee
each
Loung
and 5

Fernald Snac
Women'e Center Meeting • Anyone interested in actively working
on feminist issues is welcome!•Every Wednesday
•12 Noon • Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union •For more
information contact Karen Dolan at 581-1420.
Women in the Curriculum Program Fall 1993 Lunch Series
•"Women's Issues in the 116th Maine Legislature: Unfinished
Business"• with Mary Cathcart, Representative, Orono:
Susan Farnsworth, Representative, Hallowell: Laura
Fortman, Lobbyist, Maine Women's Lobby: Peggy Pendleton,
Representative, Scarborough: and Kassie Stevens,
Representative, Orono •12:15 a.m.-1:30 p.m • Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union • All are welcome.

t'reak

EnTrr

Soup Kitchei
,serNe,
• All y
Yank

Daily Mass •

American Ini
Indiar
Room

The AIDS Quilt has come to the University of Maine • Names of
the people bvho have died of AIDS will be read continuously
throughout each day (13,14,805)•900 a.m.-400 p.m.
•Bodwell Lounge, Maine Center for the Arts.

Where it's At...
Feature Organization
Student Entertainment Activities (SEA)
During the past few years, the musical entertainment at
the University of Maine has beer highly criticized, but with the
creation of Student Entertainment .Activities (SEA), that
criticism could ‘i
‘..10 7,
,
,,re praise. SEA is a General
Student Sera
mmittee working to bring one big
concert" to "r•
' Maine campus in the 1994 Spring
semester, as well as, create a structure and support network
for entertainment everts that will occur in the years to come.
Mat is different about this committee, is that it's
president. Chris enagdon, is not a Student senator. Chris has
been appointed president of SEA by GSS President Cohn
Worster. Joining Chris on this committee are Kris Meuller, Jeoff
"7ardiff, arid Norm Nelson. Presently, the committee is working
to form a council o* people from organizations all over campus.
Polling students in order to see what kind of musical entertainment is mist wanted for the Spring, and forming arid improving
relations with .A.1-fond Arena, Hauck Auditorium, the Bear's Den,
and other areas or campus which host incoming entertainers.
The following groups have been asked for their presence
on the council, and for their tia,,c,231 backing as well: OffCampus Board (oce), The Union Board (TUe), Residents on
Campus (ROC), The Comprehensive Fee Fund, Interfraternity
Council (IFC), The Penhelleric Council, AS.P Media Services, and
WNIEB. According to Chris,"these groups are the main groups
in charge of student programming in general, and have a lot of

Grose-Count
Room,
7648

influence on campus." To bring these ciroups tc...vether with different
opinions, ideas, and their own sper • - knowledge will allow for SEA to
be a very strong committee. vi
•'-e strength in numbers and
finance, allowing them to accomoilsr
SEA has several direct goals upcoming semester.
The finst is to bring a BIG &IOW to!" ,frSity. Presently the
counc , is poling students in the Men'- -- al Union to find out what
Shows they might like to see. As Ch-- ,--tated, the band that
appears the most in the (poliing1 box
necessarily be coming..."
What SEA is trying to do is give the students a say,find out who
they'd like to see. Polling will continue on Wednesday, December 15,
1993 in the Memorial Union, and you are u--ged to find the SEA
booth.
A second goal of SEA is to implement the relations, arid the
support for large and -- ents and other entertainment that
may occur at the Univers:1.y in years to come. Through bringing 50
many organizations together, the funding and person power it takes
to hold a big concert is possible. Setting up this st.ructure
Sets the ground work for the future. Chris also meted that a big
concert would improve student morale, arid bring an audience from
outside the University of Maine to the show. Mien other bands who
may be interested in playing at the University see previous
successful shows, they too Will want to play here. AS Chris simply
put it, The money is there (or large concerts)... and music is a big
part of a students life, I feel we should cater to that."
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16
Cross—Country Ski Club Meeting •6:30-7:30 p.m.• Davis
Room, Memorial Union • For more information call 5817648.
The Union Board Meetings•7:00 p.m.• Peabody Lounge.
Memorial Union • Every Thursday • All are welcome.
Non-Traditional Students(NTS)Coffee Hour • Every Thursday
• Meet other non-traditional students, relax and enjoy
each other's company • 3:15 p.m.• Nutter/Commuter
Lounge. Memorial Union • Co-sponsored by Multicultural
and 5pccial Programs, Center for Student Services.
Fernald Snack Bar• Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.• Thursday
Expresss Special-An open express, call ahead for today's
call 581-1404.
Soup Kitchen • divers Pizzas • Nightly vegetarian meals are
5erved with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices
• All you can eat for $4.25•5:00 -6:30 p.m.• Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
Daily Mass•4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.
American Indians at the University of Maine• All American
Indians are encouracieJ to attend •6:00 p.m.• FFA
Room, Memorial Union.

Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club • Social Hour 6:30 7:00 p.m •7:00 p.m. general meeting • Sutton Louge
Thursday Night Movie and Music at the Ram's Horn • movie "A
Christmas Story"• 7:30 p.m.•followed by an Open mike
night• Free!
Circle K • Every Thursday•6:30 p.m.• Totman Room,
Memorial Union.
East-West Campus Area Board • Every Thursday •6:00 p.m.
• Woolley Room, DTAV • work on east/west campus
projects• All are welcome •for more information call
James at 581-8455.
A Special Christmas Holiday"Taste of Home"• pot-luck served
by the members of the Wilson Center Board'•5:30 p.m.
• at the Wilson Center •$1 donation • all are welcome
• Every Wednesday.
The Man Who Came to Dinner•"rcaufman and Hart's classic
American Comedy... Drawn from life, critic Alexander
Wollcott, Noel Coward and Harpo Marx are among the
models for this motley collection. With romance,
slapstick, blackmail and a mummy case, who could ask for
anything morrr Directed by Norman Wilkinson
•2:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium • Admission: Free with
UM student ID. $7 others• For more information call the
Maine Center for the Arts Box Office at 581-1755.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17
IntervarsIty Christian Fellowship• Every Friday night•7:00 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For more information
call Scott at 827-5742 or Man and Travis at 8662673.
Daily Mass•4:45 p.m.•at the Newman Center.
Fernald Snack Bar• Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.• Friday
Express Special- An open express (often sandwich, sub or
grinder) call ahead for today's or to place a take Out
order.
Freakfest• Live music with 3 bands!•7:00 p.m.•at the Ram's
Horn • Admission: $2.00• All proceeds will benefit the
Bangor Homeless Shelter.

Univeristy of Maine Men's Ice Hockey vs. Ferris State
•7:00 p.m.• Alfond Arena.
The Man Who Came to Dinner 0-Kaufman and Hart's classic
American Comedy... Drawn from life, critic Alexander
Wollcott, Noel Coward and Harpo Marx are among the
models for this motley collection. With romance,
slapstick. blackmail and a mummy ca5C, who could ask for
anything more?" Directed by Norman Wilkinson
•8:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium • Admission: Free with
UM student ID,$7 others• For more information call the
Maine Center for the Arts Box Office at 581-1755.
Wilson Center Monthly CoffeeHouse • Open mike • Musicians,
poets, dramatists, dancers, all are welcome!
•7:00-9:30 p.m.• at the Wilson Center(67 C-ollege Ave.)
•Refreshments will be available.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1f3
Univeristy of Maine Men's Ice Hockey vs. Ferris State
•7:30 p.m.• Atforid Arena.
Stew, 777,
Grief Relief•a night of live music• with Memphis Soul
Oronoka
the
At
•
p.m.
8:00
•
Jam
Elderberry
and
• Admission: $1.00 per person •'Happy Birthday Norm!"

The Man Who Came to Dinner •"Kaufman and Hart's classic
American Comedy... Drawn from life, critic Alexander
Wollcott, Noel Coward and Hallo Marx are among the
models for this motley collection. With romance,
slapstick. blackmail and a mummy case, who could a.4 for
anything more?" Directed by Norman Wilkinson
•500 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium • Admission: Free with
UM student ID. $7 others• For more information call the
Maine Center for the Arts Box Office at 581-1755.
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SUNDAY, DECEMI3ER 19
Newman Center Worship Schedule•9:30 a.m. Mast at the
Newman Center • 1115 a.m. Mass at the Memorial Union
•5:30 p.m. Confessions, or by appointment•6:15 p.m.
Mass at the

Newman Center.

UM Amateur Radio Club • All who are interested are welcome
• L,ery Sunday • 1:00 p.m.• In the basement of Merrill
Hall.
University of Maine Men's Basketball
• 2:00 p.m.• Mond Arena.

•Fraternity Id

The Man Who Came to Dinner•"Kaufman and Hart's classic
American Comedy... Drawn from life, critic Alexander
Wollcott, Noel Coward and Harpo Marx are among the
models for this motley collection. With romance,
slapstick, blackmail and a mummy case, who could ask for
anything more?" Directed by Norman Wilkinson
•2:00 p.m.• Hauck Auditorium • Admission: Free with
UM student ID, $7 others• For more information call the
Maine Center for the Arts Box Office at 581-1755.

Eastern Illinois
Worship and Celebration • followed by a light supper•Open to all
• Wilson Center •5:00 p.m.• Every Sunday.

MONDAY, DECEMDER 20
Soup Kitchen • Fettucine and Vegetables with a white Sauce
• Nightly vegetarian meals are served with salad, fruit,
yogurt, coffee, tea and juices• All you can eat for $4.25
•5:00 - 630 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.

Maine Council for Debate• Open meetings every Monday
•5:00 p.m.• Thomson Honors Center • Anyone interested
in debate is welcome • No exitrience is necessary • For
more information call Jennife - Perkins at 866-5946.

Monday Night Football • At the Bear's Den • Watch the game on
the big screen T.V.•Win a tailgate party: a case of coke.
a case of Lays' chips, 24 Jordan hot dogs and rolls
• 994 food specials start at 5:00 p.m.

Fernald Snack Bar• Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.• Monday
Express Special- An alternating Italian entree.
Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.

TUESDAY, DECEMDER 21
Student Environmental Action Coattion (SEAC)• Make a
difference today •5:00 p.m.• Totman Lounge • Every
Tuesday.
Soup Kitchen • Spanakopita • Nightly vegetarian meals are
served with salad, fruit, yogurt. coffee, tea and juices
• All you can eat fc- $4.25•5:00 - 6:30 p.m.• Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
Make Peace Action Committee(MPAC)•Come work with us on
the issues•Every Tuesday•4:00 p.m.• In the Maples.
General Student Senate•Every Tuesday•6:00 p.m.•107 New
Corbett• All students welcome.

Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.
Fernald Snack Bar • Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.• Tuesday
Express Special- An alternating Mexican entree.
Black Bear Mountain Bikers• Group rides• Every Tuesday
and Wednesday • 3:00 p.m.•Starts at Hilltop Field • All
are welcome.
Campus Bible Study • 7:00 p.m.•3rd floor chapel, Memorial
• l.-7.ery Tuesday.
UMaine Video Club • Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers
welcomes all who are interested •Every Tuesday
•7:00 p.m.• 106E Lord Hall.
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•Fraternity life vs. campus life

A unified goal promotes tight-knit community
To the Editor
After reading the article cm the newly
elected Interfratemity Council members, I
vac very impressed with tb: comments
made by vice president Todd o hey Unfortunately. I was equally disappointed with
those made by secretary Anthony Bessey
concerning "Res Life" and the Greek community I don't believe -We have more to
offer students on campus than Res Life"
was an appropriate statement While its accuracy is debatable and subject to individual opinion, looking at the two as a competition is silly.
Campus Living, as it is now called, provides an environment that is conducive to

•Seasonal beliefs

the development of a student to complement what is learned in the classroom. This
is why they are referred to as residence
halls and not dorms; residents do much
more than sleep here. In building a commu
nity within a hall, one issue that we expose
residents to is the principle of diversity.
That is obviously not a concept foreign to
the Greek system, as vice president Alley
plans on using this issue to attract rush
members. "Our job is to tell them that the
Greek system is very diverse, that we have
a lot of different things to offer," he says.
Some students may come to the realization that the Greek system is something
they might he interested in Some like it so
much that they leave the halls to live in one

a barbecue
of the many Greek houses. Yet,some enjoy together and jointly planned
opportuthe benefits of living in a residence hall and Situations like these are a perfect
d
understan
better
to
parties
both
for
nity
and
ion,
organizat
participating in a Greek
where the other is coming from.
they do both.
It sounds like vice president Alley has
C'oroments,such as those made by Bessey,
g efforts
add to the impressions people may already many good ideas for his upcomin
in the Greek syshave that the Greeks and Campus Living are to promote involvement
image on
two incompatible fon.-es headed in opposite tem and to improve the Greek
to "extoll the bendirections to accomplish two different goals. this campus In his quest
perhaps
In both cases, there is a comrr on goal of efits of being Greek on campus"
concentrate his efforming a tight-knit community of people secretary Bessey could
forts on improving the residence hall/Greek
with the same motivations.
community relationship, instead of fueling
that
gap
the
There is still room to bridge
exists. I commend the brothers of Beta Theta the gap between them.
Pi for taking the initiative at the beginning
Brian Doyle
of the semester to host the staff of Hancock
Resident Assistant, South Campus
Hall for dinner. Hancock and Beta then got

•"Diversity in the Classroom"

a
Christianity Major problems in minority quot
in Christmas
To the Editor

To the Editor:
'Tis the season for 'tis the season
The Christmas trees, angels, cheerily' lit candles and sundry Christian
icons that are appearing like mushrooms on campus at university behest
testify — once again — to our masters' endorsement of organized religion, or at least one organized religion. I object. Is this university a statesupported institution or not? If it is,
why is it using taxpayers' money to
propagandize the Christian's seasonal
rituals? If this university is not a state supported institution, or if it doesn't
choose to uphold the spirit of our constitutional separation of church and
state, why then, if some of us are not
Christian — and some of us are most
definitely not — are not "other views"
represented and supported by university resources: Muslim? Jewish? Athiest? A ntitheist?
Silly question, right? This institution is run by Christians who are used
to getting their was So what else can
be expected except once a year. in
fine Christian fashion, having their religion shoved down our throats
Merry Christmas.
Craig Sheerin
Student

In response to "Diversity in the Classroom-. by DMG on Dec. 13. it is apparent to
this reader that there is a common difference
of what diversity is Diversity is based on
ideas, not the color of one's skin Certainly
those who promote the letter sent to President Hutchinson oppose the idea of hiring or
enrolling based on color. Why then is it different this time What kind of ideas are we
promoting by discriminating against people
not considered a "minority ?"

ng effort I. and
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respect
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bility.
male,
white
a
is
he
campliS. Not because
peoples' actions, not unfair discrimination
but because his ideas are different than mine
handouts.
That is diversity. The university should keep and offensise
this in mind when playing with quotas.
Song Kamm
The university is an equal opportunity
- Amencan
Korean
based
students
employer. It hires and admits
Polish Inch descent
upon merit To do ()Iberia ice is unfair (trag-
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Hockey seats reserved for true fans
Knox 'fall has decided that they want to
see our Bears play So they have started to
tickets a day in advance. This
Success always brings along those that wait in line for
enough, but they: also get about 100
will ride On the hand wagon. Since the hock- isn't had
200 group tickets available_ With this
ey team has won the national championship. of the
people in one group, they should be
This
many
fans have appeared out of nowhere.
most school spirited group
loudest,
the
hockgetting
difficult
very
been
year, it has
what section"U" was meant
(exactly
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around
This
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ey: tickets because of all these
But sadly, they are not.
like)
to
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people
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if
thing,
had
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not
When we played UMasc Lowell on Sunsee a hockey game But when they read nr
Section "U" started out quiet, stayed
day,
just talk during the gar ie, one has to wander
hut at the end of the game,they suddenquiet,
resection
(the
"USection
Last year,
wild Was this because they had
became
was
ly
gmups)
served entirely for large student
learned the chants? Or had they decidfinally
and
shouted
They
spirited
school
extremely
our team needed some support? No.
screamed for every. play. good or bad But ed that
in the injury of a UMass p" ger
reveled
this year. "U- has been taken over by. per- Knox
was carried off the ice, many of
player
this
As
fans
new
these
haps. some of
To the Editor:

the "fans- from Hilltop rtdiculed him
Knox.is this really the way you want your
school to he remembered'Do the fans of the
defending national championship team want
to he known as sore sports? If you don't have
anything good to say (as you didn't most of
the game) then shut up Let's follow Cal
Ingraham's lead, as he shook the hands of the
UMass Lowell coaching staff following the
game, and show a little spirit for our team
And while you are Silt Knox, why don't
you either learn the chants and how to use
them, or get out of section "U" and let in
those who will.
Scott Brezovsky
Student

Comments please
Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor
Lord Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus Suite 7A, 5743
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Letters should be no longer than 250 words.
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For Wednesday, December 15
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You may believe that partners or close
companions do not deserve a sympathetic hearing. If you totally ignore their opinions or requests. however, things will only
go from had to worse. So take a deep
breath and prove just how magnanimous
and high-minded you can be.
ARIES(March 21—April 19): Tras
el plans, new hori7ons. excitement and
adventure are highlighted by the current
spectacular planetary setup. Don't give it
a moment's thought if you are labeled
overoptimistic or carried away by your

tu
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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emotions.
TAURUS (April 20—May 20): The
only way to break the stalemate and get a
completely balanced slew of both intensely personal and financial difficulties is by
getting away from it all
GEMINI (May 2I—June 20): The
Sun in your opposite sign of Sagittarius
means that the only way to gain support
of family and loved ones is by changing
your stance.
CANCER(June 21—July 22): Your
main concern and priority now must he to
get rid of confusion, resentment or hard
feelings in one particularly close personal relationship. Be kind
1.1E0 (July 23—August 22): There
are so many ama7ing aspects now relating to creatiye and romantic affairs that
you may be too hyped-up to plan your
next step forward Pay attention to your
health
VIRGO(August 23—September 22):
Although you might prefer to remove
yourself from the scene and let others get
on with their bickering, the right course
of action now is to stand your. ground
and face the fire
LIBRA (September 23—October
22): With so much intense planetary activity now taking place in that angle of
your solar chart that governs communications and affairs, you are at your most
creative point,
SCORPIO (October 23—Nov. 21):
Because so many complex aspects relate
to business affairs and day-to-day money
matters, you may still be expenencing
some difficulty in deciding which avenue
to take
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22—Dec.21
Life really must he a daring adventure
now. and even the rather negative influence of Saturn in Aquarius can only make
sou more selective in your goals
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22—Jan. 19):
The influence of Neptune and Uranus in
your own birth sign seems to be making
you fear the worst, even though by any
normal standards your future looks extremely hnght
AQUARIUS(January 20—Feb. IR):
With co much planetary activity in the
adventurous and fearless sign of Sagittarius. ou really must give full rein to your
creative impulses
ris('rs (February 19—March 20):
Your ruler. Neptune, works in my stenern k Wa , k 1,11;hat is made known to you in
An unusual or totally unexpected manner
throughout the remainder of 1991 should
provide y ou with the answer

Your
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For Thursday, December 16
rIODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
lkin•t he afraid to give vent to your feelings and make others aware that you are
tired of being kept on tenter hooks over
finances. What really matters now, however, is that you come to terms with enforced
changes in close personal relationship and
not try to hand on to tl- past. You will
certainly need your wits aJout you between
not and the beginning of next week.
ARIES(March 2I—April 19): Loved
ones and work colleagues alike will not
detect a steely glint in your eyes. You have
rarely been so determined to ring the changes and follow a path through life more in
keeping with your own needs and desires
TAURUS (April 24—May 20): You
are now expected to prove to your actions
just how industrious, resourceful and ambitious you can he. Perhaps now is not the
hest time for it.
GEMINI(May 21—June 20): Person
al matt-es are now highlighted by a wonderful aspect tictween the Sun and Saturn.
The next few days should make you more
determined than ever to go on a quest for

Your
he to
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inner peace.
CAN(7ER (June 2I—July 22): A financial problem must he dealt with once
and for all ou now base the perfect opponunity to renegotiate some kind of agree-

There
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c that
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ment
LE()(July 23—August 22): There is
no point in pretending that Saturn passing
through your opposite sign signifies a time
of heartwarming responses. On the other
hand, you have reached some sort of con-
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

clusion
VIRG()(August 23—September 22):
Courage. optimism, and industry are all
words that come to mind when looking at
your solar chart for the next few davs. If
you add humility, some kind of breakthrough is guaranteed
LIBRA (September 23—October 22):
When push comes to shove, you can display the kind of aggression and ambitions
associated with people horn under your op-

posite sign of Anes
SCORPIO (October 23—Nos. 21):
Whether you care to admit it Of not, you
still appear to he going over old ground or
holding on to the past. In order to have
anything worth giving, you must first belong to yourself.
SAGITTARRTS(Nos. 22—Dec. 21):
Certain indisiduals seems deterrnMed to
poke their noses into your business and
find out more than you are prepared to
kulge Ask it thes have something to hide.
A
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22—Jan. 19):
your
you
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balance
Feb. 18).
AQUARIUS tune'' 20you
Dive nght in at the deep end and leave
both
with
dealing
when
insecunties behind
matters. because
professional and personal
reach
within
well
is
set
you
any goal
20): A
PISCES(February. 19,—March
your very
hank seems to he raging, either in
and you
personal life or on the wort front,
you bewill certainly need your wits about
week.
next
on
g
beginnin
the
tween now and

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Corrections
lo bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 51111 2-1 between flit hours of 9 a.m.
and noon. or stop to the office in
the basement of I orti H911

t• Baffling
Problem
Gay
as
211 Israel city
le Made liOldlY
Si Banner/
$4 Mites
14 Yoko — - =Comparative
chagram
n Map with.- a
map
el
Park. Cole.
42 Footorii.•

44 G-eatest
amounts
50 Swedish
sculptor Car
it Feature of 52
Across
Ss Heath genus
114 Patron saint o'
Wales

ss Cvd style word
o•ocesso•
57 Collect bit by brt
SO Bow of a ship
42 E-d.ng loblock or bog
ss Botanist Gras
es- as wine
Sr Pig deer

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone 1-900-120556 (755 ea& minute)

Personal Astrolog} Consultations b‘ Telephone
professional astrologer about yOul•
Call 14407144063 to talk I-on -1 with a
work, money, career.
personal exincens — love and compatability.
family.
relationships.
gers are available seven days a
Not a tape or computer message' Astrolo
of 1299 per minute. which is billed
cost
a
at
,
week, morning through evening
You must be 18 or older Call
to your telephone The first minute is FREE
today — 1-000-786-3436.
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in's Field was chosen because it was most
feasible to cost and proximity to the downtown atel.
Off-campus senator Jennifer Perkins
asked several questions to Kempen about
financial aspects of the building. She also
asked him what he would propose to the
GSS in order to improve relations between the students and townspeople.
-Make nie a regular part of your agenda, I don't mind at all," Kempen said.
-Students are important to this town."
Perkins later said during other business that she and some townspeople are
starting a petition to gel the. issue to a
referendum vote.
If this building is such a wonderful
thing. shouldn't jibe put to referendum ."
she askixi.
Off-campus senator Andrew Weymouth alsoexpressed his displeasure about
the process.
-I Was at the town council meeting last
night and we'retUMaine students) sctim,
we are a burden to :he town of Orono,
we're aliens," Weymouth said. -We have
to let them know we matter"
In other business,GSS spent a considerable amount of time modifying many of
its FIPC guidelines. Most of the changes
made have link impact on students in
gvuc..'ial However, the more interesting
changes do affect host the Student Go% ernment Presidential and Vice Presiden-

tilti elections are run
Some ofthe reesnutions passed include:
The FEY(' must describe whai an "in-kind
contribution"is elle what fair market value
is to candidates each year, students matting for president can now declare their
candidacy' while collecting signatures to
he placed on the ballot, and candidates
must present a detailed account or their
campaign expenses to the FEPC the Friday
before the election rather than noon the
day before The next prmidentieJ election
will he hekl on Feb. 9. 1994.
The GSS also ovenvhelrningI y passed
a resolution to endorse the -Green Lights
Program- of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. The GSS will
now sign a non-binding agreement with
the EPA that will promote using lighting
in the most energy-efficient and costeffective manner possible at the University of Maine.
During his report.Cain Wooster,presinert; of Student Government praised senators who have attended meeting this
semester. He applauded their time,commitment, and energy on the senate and
encouraged senators to consider !sinning
in the upcoming presidential elections
I is said this semester his third in the GSS,
was to, fat the hest
"I'm prout pleased and impressed by
the performance of each and every one of
you." Worster said

Orenduff
Orenduff said the universities would cave
money by not teaching as many sections of
beginning classes in foreign languages at
the university level.
Accountability is another maim goal
Orenduff mentioned during the meeting
"Students expect it. the families of our
students expect it, outside experts expect it
and the goy ernment certainly expects it," he
said
Toward this end, Orenduff released a
tentative plan for an annual system "checklist" that would pmvide a view of where the
system stands against other systems
The list includes five areas, and indicators to check programs that are related to the
goals set out by the trustees in its Project
2002 report The report lists several areas
the trustees would like to see improved
A retention rate, based on how long the
ay erage student stays in school, would he
used to show the effectiveness of teaching
and learning within the system According
to the proposal. the system wants to base a
retention rate 10 percent higher than the
national norm
Student survey'would also he used. They

Defense attorney
displays photos of abuse
AP Special Correspondent

sea-tt MAINE lege Espresso: 7i) Go
827 Stillwater Ave.(Off exit 51 in the Family Market)
Open 6-00 a no -12 noon
1/2 price double tall latte--finale special

Drink the coffee censored by UMaine dining service&

I OS ANGFI IS AP) A defence attorney pressed thumtstacks into photographs
of a naked Enk Menendez to illustrate the
"disgusting. perserted sexual abuse'• he
says he suffered at the hands of the lather he
later killed
In her :losing argument Monday .1.eche
Abramson said Menendez. 23, and his 25y-ear-old brother. Isle, took up shotguns
only because they feared their parents were
about to kill them rather than risk exposure
and a sex scandal
-This family really was that sick It was
a dreadful and strange place to grow up.Abramson said
Fntertamment executive Jose Menendez and his wife. Kitty, were slain in the
lix ing room of their Beverly Hills mansion
in 1989

mAmN
IIEIEPJICI
Lagest Utfory el lillarreallanr lt
VOWS

SIMERVIIS
IRIE

for your musical
gifts this Christmas
His prices will
sleigh your

5 Claus

would be asked to rate their satisfaction with
the university through interviews.
Trustee Bennett Katz supported the
move. "It's what students want," he said
Other members expressed concern about
using misleading questions. possibly invalidating the survey.
Increasing research money is another
concern The board would like to increase
the amount of outside funding by 25 percent
by the 1997-98 school year. Currently, the
university system receives $20 million in
outside funding
Increasing diversity in the system was
another goal discussed. The board would
also include Native Americans in the diversity mix
"It seems to me that we are not doing
what we should to the people native to this
state," trustee Chairwoman Patricia Collins
said
Cost effectiveness is the final area that
mould he examined According to a proposal, the system would spend no more pei
student than a national as erage
The trustees will next meet on Jan 24 in
Machias

•Menendez trial

By Linda Deutsch

Jesus Face Seen in Latte Foam
at Old Town Espresso Shop!

final arguments in Lnk Menendez s case
were scheduled to resume today The Jury
should get the case by Wednesday The jury
considering Ls le Menendea's late deliberated for 3 second (las Islotsit,” There are
twownes because of separate legal issues in
each case
The brothers are charged with murder
and could get the death penalty The de
fence is seeking manslaughter verdicts that
could mean lust a ten more years in pnson
The brothers have been in prison since
1990
The prosecution contends the brothel',
killed out of hatred and greed for the tami
Is's $14 million fortune
"The defense is no kns men-des, and
malicious to the victims,'' Deputs District
Anornes Lester Kunyama said "They have
tned to place the y ictims on mat •
He ridiculed .4 hramson•s claim that Erik
Menende7 killed out of fear
"'le feared all nght•• K tiny ama said
•'He feared he'd have to get off his butt and
WCA like all the rest of us •

(11111/fr`

800-351-0222
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ArtsForum
The Campus
Arts Ticker

• Check out what's on tape while you're on break
• Yes it's another war book, but this has a twist
• Williams makes another great film — no doubt

Out cm Tape

The development of Bruce
Linda Lee's relationand
Star Writer
ship becomes a parIn the Near Future:
"All these years later people still A()niter allel plot to the deof
about the way he died. I prefer to remember s e lop me n
Theater: The Man Who Came to
the way: he lived," ends the inspirational Bruce's career itDinner," a Maine Masque Theatre probiopic "Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story," re- self in the film.
duction directed by Norman Wilkinson,
cently released on video The film brings to Many of the ob8 p m Dec. 17- IR. 2 p.m. Dec 16, Dec.
the screen the life of a legend and the mem- stacles that
19. Hauck Auditorium. Admission.
Bruce faces
ories of that legend's A ife
Musk: The Maple Brothers at the
"Dragon". starring Jason Scott Lee trio in the purBear's Den,Thursday.Dec. 16 et 9 p m.
relation) as the martial arts megastar and suit of
Free -- Thursday Night at the Den is
Lauren Holly as his wife Linda, captures h s
Back !I
of the events in the short, but compelPerfore
some
Ensembl
Concert: Inba
ling life of Bruce Lee
mance, part of the TGIF Series, !2:10
In the eyes of many. Bruce Lee, w ho
p m., Friday. Dec. 17, Bangor Lounge,
died in 1973 at the age of 12. is still one of
Memorial Union. Free.
the most respected and idolized martial
arts instructors, philosophers and film
On-going arts and
stars ss ho es er lived. "Dragon"
entertainment:
tracks his meteoric nse to fame
from his early childhood in
a
Met
An
from
Sacred Buddhist
China to his acceptance as
Hudson Musetun e xhi bit,through Maids
dreams are also obstacles in the
a Holly wood star in the
Arts.
the
for
Center
11.1994 Maine
growth of his relationship with Linda Early
United States
an
Biennial Jac* Walas Amateur P.
it would he impossible tot any in the film racial differences become
Although
tog raphs•Exhibit. 3 University of Maine
involvement
their
disrupts
loch
ss
issue
Jason
legend,
late
the
of
shoes
actor to fill the
Museum of An exhibit. through Feb 7,
Linda's mother, played by Walton's
Scott Lee does produce a glimmer of the
1991. Graphics Gaiter's, Memorial
n inhabitant Michael Learned, is
Mountai
y:oung
The
d
possesse
character
his
charisma
Union.
opposed to her daughter's relationstrongly
al
portray
actor gives the audience a gripping
must
Maine Panels ofshe Names Project
emotion, humor, fighting ship sith the Asian-American Linda
's
character
of
his
the Nationa! AIDS Quilt Project will
hack through much
mother's
her
behind
go
success
lot
tion
detemuna
sty le and sheer
he on dirpla' 0ars, -4 p m. Dec. 13-15,
to continue the relationship
Holly also gives an impressive perfor- of the movie
for
Center
Maine
Am,
Dining
dates. Linda tells her
Bodwell
early
their
During
Linda
film.
the
In
lee
Linda
mance as
howling V. henever she
the Arts.sponsored by the UMaine AIDS
going
is
she
mother
stuprogresses fnsm a wide-eyed college
Task Force and the Eastern Maine AIDS
a fabrication v. hich troubles
dent to a wife and mother in the mast of the sees Bnice,
Nets+ ,sts
limelight Holly chossc she is very capable Bruce
Sasdies Edon-animal Poster
"Your mother must think y011 are a proof covering the range the role requires.
offered b tre Derarttnent of
Human Development and Family Studies. Dec I S -17. Memorial Union lobby.
-Penobscot Ras Si riber.f."
UMaine Museum of An exhibit.Dec 6Jan. 17, Hole in the Gallery. Memorial

By Mike McLaughlin

fessional bowler by now," he
says at one point in the film
As with many of the challenges that the couple faces
throughout the film though, racial tensions in their relationship
are overcome and they mos:e on.
One of the most dramatic and
foreshadowing moments in "Dragon" is when Bruce opens his first
martial arts school and asks Linda to
Imp a pebble in the middle of the
hool's floor
"You drop a pebble in a pond, you get
ripples. Soon the ripples cross the whole
pond." Bruce tells her as the small rock
hits the floor This scene becomes symbolic of the famed fighter's was-es of success
that sill follow and of the thirst for entertainment that the movie will most certainly
quench among its slewers
The(WIy scenes in the filni ss hich hinder
its pace are v. hen Bruce has nightmare,
about a strange demon warrior A ho
edly symbolizes his "inner fear," The demon is passed doss n from generation to
generation among the males of a family The
final scene with the demon ins'.shas him
trying to kill both Bruce and son Brandon
Considering the reality ofthe untimely deaths
of both, this scene is especially haunting
"Dragon" is a unique picture because it
is able to give the audience insight into the
life a famous'figure and at the same time
keep them intrigued and entertained It has
the all the elements of action, romance,
drama and comeds that will please almost
all s lew eiC and lease them kicking for more

HeadSpins

Union.
-Bobby Cfirrater,- a UMaine Museum ot Art exhibit, Dec. 13-14r1 3.
Carnegie Gallery-, Carnegie Hall.
'A Sensr Place,"a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit_ Nov. 1--Ian, 17,
Hauck Auditorium Gallery, Memorial
Union.
"Culture Fest." A UMaine Museum
of Art exhibit. through Jan 3 Fogies
Library exhibition cases
"Thuir Images: Mei - Life Through
Their Art." a Hudson Museum exhihit
of contemporary. Inuit prints and carvings, provides a look at the changes in
traditional life and the political. r-ascial
and economic issues that face Inuit people today through March 13, Maine
Center for the Arts.
"The .4er Inside an exhibit otWocts
In curs ivors of childhood sexual abuse,
of
on display in the UMaine MUNCUM
.
January
through
Hall,
e
Art, Carnegi
TGIF Music. every Friday, noori.
Bangor Lounge, Union
Movies from India ever, Monday
6:30 p iTt . 10! !Neville
Maine ReVieN Poetrs Readings.first
Horn.
Tuesday of every month. Ram's
Thursevery
Music
Use
and
Movie
Hors
pm
day
entertainment
• On -going arts and
are free unless otherwise noted

By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
The Dead Milkmen
kor Richard Rut Fir.-1
Hollywood Records
The purveyors of prepubescent post-punk
musical pundorn have produced_ for public
penisal, another polymer performance In
other words. The Dead Milkmen have a new

Dead Milkmen are taking a mellow look on
life and in many songs add keyboards. bar •
moon:a and even a flute to texture their
narratise tunes This is a surprising turn for
the r,urs es OIN of high test psychotic-punk.
but one that The Dead Milkmen pull off
then recorded a demo in their basement and
The production is personal and les,noisy
were once again picked up hy Holly ss oral than an pres ions efforts, which is also a
Record, With a cash advance and some surprise Usually, as a group matutrs the
great material. the Milkmen went to ()- production wort becomes slick. but The
Division in Boston to reconi Not Richard, Dead Milkmen have kept their iniciznts and
But Dick
See SPINS on page 18
After sr( fast pop-punk albums. The

one out. IA hew'
Yes. its hard to belies e The Dead Milkmen are still around to product irreles art
is
pop tunes filled sy ith allusions to all that
these
but
world.
modem
our
in
off-center:
guys are ha. k si ith one of their hest efforts
to date
Dean (lean. drums. 110'0 srs that is
vohis name). bass. Butterfly Fairweather.
and
vocals
Trad
Anand
guitars,
cals and
key hoardscough up another 10listless runes
ranging in topics from the discovenng of
'our sin tor" in an Old Manisa-hewn? bottle
pros
in the song."1 Dream Of Jesus." to the
in.
fumes
gas
huffing
babies
of
and cons
-Let's Get The Baby High"
After the dismal success 'it their tact
effort. Soul Rotation, The Dead Milkmen
were temporanly released from their lats.)
Hollywood Records The Dead Milkmen

latest release (Courtesy photo)
Dead Milkmen are qu,te alive on their

I lie Maine Campus,
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From the Bookshelf pl
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
The legacy of slavery affects every Aftican - A mencan family in the United States It
would he the exception to trace their family
histories without encountenng slavery Joan
Brady's"Theory of War"(Alfred A Knopf,
Inc 1 traces hack the history of one such
family affected by the period of slavery The
twist is that this family is white
This novel is the story of Jonathan Carnck, a white man who was bought as a hoy
to he a slave after the Civil War had ended
and the clasery. of the African- Amencan
race as prohibited_ Such slavery was called
bounding out, and wasn't uncommon during the Reconstruction penod of the South
Jonathan is sold to an ignorant farmer.
who treats him no better than one of the

animals he owned Jonathan is subjected to
the constant ndicule of the farmer's son.
George Stoke George would later become a
senator, though kinathan was just as capable of the same goals had his circumstances
been better
After spending his entire childhood an 1
teenage years under ownership. Jonathan
runs away to work on the railroads He toes
to find an identity for himself. which was
denied to him while a slave. While doing the
dangerous work of the rails. Jonathan makes
his first fnend, a runaway named College
Jonathan takes the railroad to Maine,
where College was originally from He becomes the guest of College's family and
finds his faith in God. He studies under a
preacher from Ellsworth.becoming a preacher himself But as quickly as he finds his
faith, he loses it He becomes a minister.

who questions the very rhetoric that he himself preaches to others.
"Theory of War" is narrated by
Jonathan's granddaughter, who tries to figure out her own self through the life of her
grandfather The story is not very well organized, as the reader finds out facts as she
uncovers them. In the author's note at the
end of the novel, the reader finds out that
Joan Brady's own grandfather was a white
slave.'Theory of War" is a thinly disguised
accaunt of Brady's grandfather, Alexander
Brady, to whom the book is dedicated.
The book starts out with the incredible
story. of the selling of Jonathan to his simple
master His life on the farm is intriguing. His
confrontations with the farmer's son, which
border on mythology., are the center of this
novel Each battle between Jonathan and
George Stoke is preceded by theories on

Out

war, from which the hook obtains it's title.
The last such confrontation is the last episode of the book..
But it is his adventures on the railroad
that are most interesting Brady's depiction
of Jonathan and the railroad evoke images of
an American tall tale that could exist along
beside Paul Bunyon and Johnny Appleseed.
It is too bad this description could not be
applied to the rest of the novel, which quick
ly loses it's steam somewhere before the
ending
Brady's writing resembles a warped
Hawthorn at it's hest The novel is very
loosely organized,swtching from the present
to Jonathan's period without an appropriate
buffer zone, hut the novel leaves the reader
with a fact of American history that he or she
may not have known of, and a story that will
entertain.

Spins

By Mark Dehmt
Staff Writer
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sound consistent on this latest album
"leggo My Ego" takes a high whiny
guitar and adds lyrics describing the infen
onty complex of the singer Other track
titles include,"Jason's Head.""Not Crazy."
-Little Volcano." "I Started To Hate You,"
The Infant Of Prague Customized My Van,"
and finally 'The Woman Who Was Also A
Mongoose " From the titles of the songs
alone one can gather The Dead Milkmen are
no ordinary hand
'ombined with sometimes tasteless topics and lyrics. The Dead Milkmen bring
three cord dysfunctional tuning and of!heats down a psychosis filled world To try
and place a label on these four musicians is
to try and lose Barney its nearly impossible

The hest way to get to know The Dead
Milkmen is to buy the disc, take it home,
don't sleep for two days, play the tunes and
enter their world Those who already know
this feeling are sure to enjoy this new adventure. Join The Dead Milkmen this time
around on Not Richard, But Dick and remember a time in life when things were
funny for no reason at all, hut you laughed
till you wet yourself just the same
Ren & Stimps's
('rock '0(hristmas
Neckelodeon/Son% Wonder/Epic
You Fat, Bloated Feedlot"
Ren and Stimpy those twoy uksters from
Nickeleodeon, have put together a Christ-

mas album.just in time to saturate the MUSIC
market this holiday season
A combination of dialogue between Ren
and Stimpy,the album includes onginal and
covered Christmas songs The whole package is exactly what one would expect. a
demented collection of snippets from The
Ren and Stimpy Show with warped and
demented Chnstmas songs thrown in
As far as comedy albums go, Ren &
Stimpy's Crock '0 Christmas is atop notch
production with many talented people contributing to make the whole album a humorous forty- six minutes of skits and songs
The album contains twelve tracks. inlet

Of WIRE /DUKE

Action
ReSCTVOIF Dogs
Die Hard
Wild At Heart
Rising Sun
Silverado
Unforgiven
The Godfather
The Godfather 11
Dog Day Afterno
Backdraft
Lethal Weapon
Children-Family
Aladdin
Sandlot
Muppetc Christm
The Brave Little
Tiny Toons. Hot
mer Vacation
Ren and Stimpy
A Far Off Place
Huck Finn

cluding "Fleck The Walls" a take-off of
"Deck The Halls,""Cobb To The World," a
version of "Joy To The World" musically
but with the lyrics twisted
The dialogue between Ren and Stimpy is
voiced by Billy West, who brings to life the
adventures of the mismatched dog and cat
Though aimed at younger audience, Ren
and Stimpy's Crock '0 Christmas is Jccessible to all ages and especially to those
young at heart. If nose goblins. hairballs and
Yaksmas are in your holiday plans, then
search out Crock 0' Christmas this season
to enjoy a warped and maniacal world with
modem cartoon hero's Ren and Stimpy.
StiO fill MAN alASOUf 01E5E10
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Comedy
Monty Python at
Top Secret
Airplane
Breakfast Club
Repo Man
Cacidyshack
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Out on Tape Too Getthe Picture
By Pete Leathers
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In iess than two weeks the crunch of
the first semester will be over and most
of us will find ourselves with lots of
spare time, with the exception of the
intrusion of relativei. So, here is a list of
the movies that you may have missed.
It's a sort of opinionated best of list by
yours truly covering movies from recent
and from a while ago.If you feel trapped
by the sometimes unwanted family bonding e perieaces that send to occur around
this time of year, grab out of the films
from this list mud escape for two hours.
Without further ado, best is a list of the
movies to check out while you're relaxing, moat of which you can find at your
local video stone.
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Action
Reservoir Dogs
Die Hard
Wild At Heart
Rising Sun
Silverado
Unforgiven
The Godfather
The Godfather II
Dog Day Afternoon
Backdraft
Lethal Weapon
Children-Family
Aladdin
Sandlot
Muppets Christmas Carol
The Brave Little Toaster
Tiny Toons: Howl Spent My Summer Vacation
Ren and Stimpy Vol.'
A Far Off Place
Huck Finn
Comedy
Monts Python and the Holy Grail
Top Secret
Airplane
Breakfast Club
Repo Man
Caddy shack

19 7 kbps... Just imagine
— fetch throughput
around 150... over a dialup link...
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Retch
Real Genius
The Fisher King
Parenthood

Staff Writer
Robin Williams has
another hit in the new
movie "Mrs. Doutufire,
in which he plays Daniel
Hillard, an out of work voice-over actor and
clown to his three kids. When Williams cuts
loose it's hilarious, but when the script calls
for sappy sitcom seriousness,the film slows
considerably
Directed by Chri. Columbus, who did
the "Home Alone" movies, this movie has
some great laughs all due to the talent of
Williams. Anyone who loves his style t well,
who doesn't?) will keep smiling through all
his crazy attempts to be a 60-year-old English nanny named Mrs Doubtfire
The screenplay was written by Randi
Mayem Singer and Leslie Dixon, who try to
mix broken family values with the seemingly improvised routines of Vs illiams. Daniel
and his wife Miranda, played by Sally Field,
are going through a divorce.
The film is most funny when Mrs.
Doubtfire and husband Daniel, both played
by Williams, are invited to the same restaurant at the same time, causing ham to jump
in and out of drag in order to fool everyone
t's great

Drama
Glenngary Glenn Rose
Sce it of a Woman
Drugstore Cowboy
Dead Poets Society
JFK
Malcolm X
Brain Stokes's Dracula
Ott Golden Pond
Fereigo rams
Cyrano de Bergerac
Delicatessen
Mystery Train
Europa, Europe
Cinema Paracliso
My Life as Dog
Horror
Hell Raiser
The Serpent and the Rainbow
The Thing
The Prince of Darkness
The Omen
Es il Dead !I

It's December, did I graduate? I've got 136
credits as a psych major... I told them send me
my degree in NYC. I don't need it to race
motorcycles anyway...

Sel-Fl/ Fantasy
Star Wars Trilogy
Blade Runner
Star Trek !I
Re-Animator
Dream Scape
Suspense
The Temp
Blue Veh et
Shattered
Fatal Attraction
Pick one of these from your favor te
genre and enjoy Have a happy and safe
holiday. See you in '94.
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Of course, people are going to compare
"Mrs. Doubtfire" to the movie -Tootsie. In
doing so, we'd have to compare Williams to
Hoffman. "Tootsie" had much more social
commentary, whereas"Doubtfire" has more
family conflict (even when it's contrived)
and is meant to be a comedy Period.
It's entertaining to see the way Mrs.
Doubtfire gives advice about marriage,
childhood, homework and discipline.
Doubtfire is more organized and responsible than Daniel, and she brings out the best
in everyone.
This is a fun movie Don't expect some
sort of "Tootsie" copy "Mrs Doubdire"
stands on it's own as a funny Williamscarried film
Field's character isn't well developed.
and makes one wonder why they got together in the first place She becomes involved
with Pierce Bronsnan. which gives Doubtfire all the more reason to fire off insults.
I'd rate this one full price. les well made,
funny and raises some interesting questions.
Williams holds the film together himself,
since it is his show, and he does a fine job of
it. Try to imagine anyone else going through
all the changes Williams can easily portray
as both the father and the nanny. Nobody
leaps to mind. Without a doubt."Mrs. Doubtfire" is enjoyable.
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Student Health Center
will hold the following hours for
Christmas break:
• The Student Health Center will
close December 24th for break after
4 PM
• The Immunization Office will be
open from January 3rd to January
7th for information only
• From January 10th through January
14th, the Health Center will be
open 69 limited services Please
plan ahead for pharmacy needs.
• The Health Center will reopen
on January 17th fur full service
• Athletes needing health cur M3N
contact their athletic trainer.

THE PERFECT GIFT

ONE SIZE FITS ALL
ALL DOLLAR
AMOUNTS AVAILABLE
MASTERCARD OR VISA
Stop by the Box Office 9-4 Weekdays
or Call 581-1755

0111,

Hare a soft and happ$ holiday!
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•Poverty

Barbara Streisand will perform
Wisconsin resolves to
first concert in 27 years

C

LOS ANGELES(API — In a business
notorious I or superlatives, no one surpasses
Barbra Streisand: Oscar, Emmy, Tony,
Grammy. Golden Globe. Superstar. Legend. Icon She has 37 gold albums. 21 platinum and se% en multiplatinum
But ambition and perfectionism are undimmed in the 51-year-old singer-actressdirector
After 27 years of no concert appearances. she will perform Dec. 31 and Ian 1 in the
15,000-seat Grand Garden Theater of the
new MGM Grand in Las Vegas Her payment has been estimated at as much as $10
million per night
This month she donated her 15-acre
Malibu showplace. valued at $15 million.
to the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy as an evimnmental research complex.
Her art-deco objects, collected lovingly
for 30 years and valued at $4 million, will be
auctioned in March She explained on a
segment of TV's "20-20"
"I think I'm going through a period of
shedding, of letting go of a lot of things.
fears.houses,objects, material possessions'•
This year Streisand has shed her reclusive habits, making appearances for women
candidates for U S senator from California.
President Clinton's inauguration. AIDS
Projects Los Angeles and Day id Dinkins'

unsuccessful campaign for re-election as
New York City mayor. She even turned up
at Wimbledon to root for new tennis friend
Andre Agassi He lost.)
Iler agreement to sing in Las ‘'egas
amazed many longtime Streisand watchers.
who believed she would never again face a
public audience
Two years ago she told The Associated
Press "1 don't really like performing Only
when I is as 1/.1-19 years olddid I like it. After
that I got real scared, shy 1 just didn't feel
good anymore I got a notion in my head that
I would forget the words And then I forgot
the words. I wasn't enjoying it. It was too
frightening for me"
Close friends believe she also was concerned for her safety A new biography.
"Iler Name Is Barbra" by Randall Riese,
claims the singer received a death threat
before her concert in New York's Central
Park in 1967.
Riese writes that the threat allegedly
came from a member of the Palestine Liberation Organization "It was, after all, less
than two weeks after the Arab-Israel Six
Day War. and Barbra was a highly visible
Jew'. he said
He quotes the TV show's director. Bob
Scheerer "She was temfied that the spotlight would make her a target for a crazy in
the audience • •

stop using federal welfare
MADISON, Wis.(AP) — Promising
to redefine how government should help
the poor. Wisconsin has resolved to do
what no state has done before and drop out
of the federal welfare program by 1999.
The law signed Monday by Gov.Tommy 0. Thompson to withdniw from the
Aid to Families With Dependent Children
program within six years leaves unanswered
a major question: What will be adopted in
its place?
"Sometimes you have to force change
by declaring the status quo is over," said
Rich Phelps, Dane County administrator
No state has dropped out of the welfare
program since it began during the Depression. Such a move would be subject to
approval by the federal government,which
pays 60 percent of the cost of AFDC.
The law signed on Monday also includes an experimental program to force
welfare recipients to work and to restrict
them to two years of cash benefits by 1995.
The Clinton administration, which has encouraged new approaches to welfare, already has granted approval for the "Work.
Not Welfare" idea
Thompson, a Republican who has taken a leading role in overhauling welfare,
said any replacement for AFDC should be

"less about welfare, dependency and assistance and more about opportunity, responsibility and incentives"
Welfare "has been easy to get on, too
easy to stay on, and harmful," he said.
"For so many.it's been a trap. We're going
to change that."
Wisconsin in 1991 ranked ninth in the
nation in per capita spending on welfare.
AFDC helps roughly 200,000 people a
month in Wisconsin and pays out more
than $400 million it year.
A cornprehensi ve plan to replace AFDC
must be proposed by 1996 for federal approval
Democrats said the replacement program should guarantee medical care and
other services for the needy who cannot
work,and help find jobs for those who can.
The "Work, Not Welfare" plan will
start in 1995 with 1,000 welfare applicants
in two counties. Participants must find
work or join job-training programs. The
money they earn will be deducted from
their government ch -ks.
If they can't find work, then gov•snment can assign them jobs in the community After two years cash benefits will
stop. although applicants still will qualify
for food stamps and health care assistance.

So,you're in desperate need ofacomputer
but you're totally broke until after the new year
Happy Holidays.
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you can take home some of our most popular Macintosh' and

PowerBook" mode With no mone down and no paymenb for 90 days
JP

(You could qualif with a phone call. hut must apply tw .1anuar . 28.
1994.1 ltk all part of the nem .kprk Computer loan Ana. for a hmited
Visit

time,sewn increditil useful software pmgarm mill he included all for
6 SeaS011 with a brand-nem macintosh or
one low price So. celeb,ratc111.
POWerBOOk comvuter It does more. It coZ less Its that simple

your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

For Holiday Savings:
Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
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SportsNews

• UMaine men's basketball hammers CCSU
• Ingraham adjusting to new role with Bears
• NFL: Oilers' Jeff Alm dies in apparent suicide

•UMaine hockey

The Campus
Sports Ticker
Hurley shows
improvement
SACRAMENTO. Calif (AP) -Bobby Hurley showed encouraging signs
after eight hours of surgery following a
car accident but doctors were unwilling
to speculate if he will play basketball
again.
The 22-year-old rookie Sacramento
Kings guard remained in a life-threatening ,ituation and was breathing with a
ventilator. However,doctors said he was
"improving steadily" and responding
to family me.mbers
His progress in the next four to five
days will cletei mine if he needs more
surgery for his extensive injuries, including two collapsed lungs and broken
ribs.
Hurley. a two-time All-America at
Duke,was injured Sunday night about 3
mile from Arco Arena following a
Kings' home loss to the Los Angeles
Clippers.
Police Lt. Rich Braziel said Hurley
was making a left turn when his light
truck was hit by a station wagon traveling without headlights. Hurley was not
..; earing a seat belt and was thrown from
the truck.
He ended up face down in a ditch in
shallow water. An off-duty police officer (W the scene prevented Nutley from
dross n'.ng.

Razorbacks, Tar Heels
keep top spots in
men's hoop poll
AP) — Arkansas and North Cansli•
na held the tap two spots in thecae.
basketball poll and Boston Colby aid
LSU made the Top 25 for the first time
this season
The Razorbacks (5-0) were a clearcut No. 1 a second straight week.getting
51 first-place votes and 1.606 points
from the national media panel. The Tar
Heels(7-1) were on top of eight harlots
and had ,520points, 17 more than Duke.
which moved up one place to No.3.after
winning at Michigan
Temple, Kentucky and Kansas followed, with Michigan seventh after being third last week Massachusetts,
trcl,A and Louisville rounded out the
Top Ten
Purdue led the Second Ten and was
followed by Indiana. Arizona, Georgia
Tech. Minnesota, Connecticut, Cincinnati, Wisconsin, Illinois and Boston
College
Syracuse was 21st relit:owed by Oklahoma State, George Washington,
Vanderbilt and ISU.
Gone from the rankings are Virginia and California. Syracuse fell from
13th to 21st and Oklahoma State
dropped from 15th to 22nd. Connecticut had the biggest jump. from No. 21
to 16th.

.

Sniper Ingraham's role may change
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
niversity of Maine ho:key standout('al
Ingraham has only been back for one game,
and already he has had to adjust to a couple of
change; in his role with the team.
Ingraham, the Black Bears' All-American senior right wing, returned from his
NCAA-mandated 11-game suspension in
l'Maine's 5-0 loss to the University of Massachusetts-Lowell Sunday
He made his season debut for the Black
Bears without the benefit of skating with
1992-93 linemate Paul !Cady a. but he still
looked like the 'Low-Cal' of old --)'.overing
around the opposing net, getting knocked
around like a pinball. yet managing to pounce
on any rebound that happened bounce his
way.
"I felt pretty good out there,- Ingraham
said. -Towards the end of the game I was
feeling pretty tired. but I had my chance's out
there I would have liked to have buried a few
of them. though"
When Kariya, a magical passer who set
up a good number of Ingraham's schoolrecord and nation-leading 16 goals a year
ago,joined Team Canada following UMaine'
7-3 loss to the llniversity of New Hampshire
Friday, it left the Black Bears' without a
proven playmaker on Ingraham's line
Kariya isn't sure whether or not he will
return to school after his stint with Team
Canada in the Winter Olympics is over In the
meantime,UMaine interim head COaCil Grant
Standbrook has fiddled with the team's forward combinations m to, end find the right
chemistry.
As a result. Ingraham may find himself in
the role of playmaker a bit more than he has
in the past.
In his first game hack. Ingraham found

soon
Captain Cal Ingraham spends a lot of time near the opposing net But
the right wing's role may change.(Boyd pt.oto.)
himself playing with a number of different
linemates Some,like sophomores-enter Mike
I atendresse. are magnificent at setting up a
play and should enable Ingraham to wreak
his usual havoc in the crease
()thers,though,are more suited to playing
close to the net which may force Ingraham.
an underrated passer,to spend more time than

he is used to on the perimeter
Either way is OK with Ingraham as long
as people don't expect him to he is spectacultu with the puck as Peerless Paul
I realize that I may have to pass the puck
mote ," Ingraham said -Paul is a one of a kind
Sec INGRAHAM on page 24

•UMaine men's basketball

Run-and-gun Black Bears pound Blue Devils
By Chris DeBeck
Sports writer
University of Maine men's basketball
coach Rudy Keeling has been emphasizing
a faster-tempo offense, a team that will run
often
For one game, Keeling and the Black
Bears were able to accomplish that objective,routing Central Connecticut State, 11487. Monday night at Alfond Arena
The 114 points represents (Maine's
highest offensive output since the 1977-78
season, when the Black Bears scored 121
points against Bates
"That's what we want to do." Keeling
said."We really want to run To do that, we
have to retscrind and make people miss, and
we did that today."
UMaine led the game throughout. scoring the game's first six points.
After Central Connecticut cut the Black
Bear lead to 9-8 on a Sedri; N'eazey lay-up
with 17:38 left in the first half. the Black
Bears slowly took control of the game.
Intense defensive pressure and 21 firsthalf Blue Devil turnover. combined to do in

UMaine forward Ken Barnes.
Central Connecticut
Behind six points from FA Jones and
four from (lhns Collins, the Black Bears
outscored the Blue 1)evils 24-6 during a
6-06. pulling sway to a 13-15 lead en route
to a 61-16 lead at halftime
"I thought that their defensive pressure
was the difference earls on. "Central Connecticut coach Mark Adams said "We didn't
handle it very well, and consequently turn-

overs led o easy baskets for them"
Each ti am freely substituted during the
second half adding a('RA-esque quality to
r he proceedi igs, with neither team playing
, oncistent cleiense.
-Part of it v -as I substituted a lot.- Keeling said "Part of it was that we just didn't
rise to the occasion and say not only will we
have fun because v re winning by ‘o much
but we're going tot Acl them down We got
"
R,Nuchard. Ken Rai,es and Jones all lead
with 17 points ..ntece. with(-ollins
I
chipping in with 15.
Casey Arena confirmed his season-long
shooting clump, connecting on 1 of 15 attempts Monday night
"The shots are there. they mst aren't
falling." Arena said -Coach has been going me a lot ofencouragement As a shooter.
you don't want to worry about that"
Veazey was a bright spot for the Blue
Devils, scoring a game-high 27 points
"Sedric Veazey has been a consistent
post player for us all season long." AdSee UMAINE MEN'S HOOP
on page 22
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WMEB College Hockey Media Poll

Oiler

last Week
Record
Points
Team
I
14-1.1
159
1 Michigan (15)
2
12-4
137
2. Lake Superior St.
3
10-3
134
3. Boston University (1)
6
10-5-1
101
4. Wisconsin
—
11-4-1
79
5. Northern Michigan
8
7-2-1
75
6. Harvard
10
11-2-1
59
7. New Hampshire
4
8-5
57
8. Maine
5
9-4-2
35
9. Colorado College
7
6-5
12
10. RPI
(First place votes in parenthesis)
Also receiving votes: Michigan State and Alaska-Fairbanks 10, UMass-Lowell 7,
Western Michigan 4, and Northeastern I.

UMaine men's hoop
ams said. "Ile has been a definite spark
for us."
Keeling feels that the s ictory. and the
large margin, ma) springboard the Black
Bears toward future success.
"I thought that game was very good for
us," Keeling said "because now, we go into
a game on Sunday against a team that will be

Former University of Maine goalie Garth Snow wilt rejoin Team USA in
the next couple of weeks Snow is currently with the NHL's Quebec
Nordigues, where he has won both of his games (Page photo)

By Mike Drago
Associated Press Wri

from page 21
a little tougher. set we know what to do and
how to get it done. Tonight's game kind of
showed us the way."
UMaine iripnwes to 2-71 on the season,
while Central Connecticut drops to 1-6.
The Black Bears will play Sunday at
Alfond Arena against Eastern Illinois. with
the opening tap set for 1 p.m.

By Ronald Blum
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP)
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HOUSTON(API fensive tackle Jeff Alm
upset by his best friend's
that he took a shotgun
stuck it in his mouth ark
authorities say.
Alin and Sean P I.
from Orland Park, III ,
about 2:45 a.m. Tuesdi
(il() in southwest Housti
Lynch was thrown thi
window of Alms veer
Eldorado when it went
struck barriers on either sii
ramp. police spokesman
Police found Alm's I
a guardrail near his Car 7
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•NFL tragedy

Oilers' Jeff Alm dies in apparent suicide
to rejoin team practices this week. Oilers
Lynch s corpse could be seen from that spot, and team officials said.
spokesman Chip Namias said.
think
I
but
close,
very
very,
were
"They
a
down
on
a
service
grassy
embankment
Associated Press Writer
'We're all very shocked," Namias said_
their relationship even got tighter as the
mad some 25 feet below
"lie got a shotgun lie may have fired a years went on," said Larry Lokanc, who "Jeff was a great guy
HOUSTON(AP)— Houston Oilers de'Teammates expressed shock about Aim's
fensive tackle Jeff Alm apparently was so couple shots in the air and then put the gun coached both men at Sandhurg
"Sean followed Jeff s career at Notre death, hut several observers said he had few
upset by his hest friend's death in a car crash to his head," Hanky said
Police said there was no evidence at the Dame. went to most of his home games. It close friends among the Oilers and usually.
that he took a shotgun out of the vehicle,
stuck it in his mouth and pulled the trigger, scene that the two had been drinking. Toxi- was not uncommon for Sean to fly out to kept to himself.
'lie was an emotional guy: said runcology reports would take several days, said Houston to see Jeff and see him play They
authorities say.
hack Spencer Tillman "Anyone who
ning
friends
best
say,
probably
you'd
as
Alm and Sean P. Lynch. both 25 and Cecil Wingo,chief investigator with the Har- were,
The coach added: "Sean died, and I knew Jeff knew he was a live wire, easily
from Orland Park, Ill , were found dead ris County medical examiner's office.
Police spokesman Alvin Wright said Alm don't know what Jeff read into it. if he felt he fueled Last year we had a couple of run-ins
about .245 a m. Tuesday along Interstate
was not injured in the wreck. but neither couldn't exist without him. Those are things that were the product of two personalities
610 in southwest Houston, police said.
clashing.•'
Lynch was thrown through the passenger man was weanng a seat belt Lynch's exact I can't answer."
"He evidently thought he did something
Alm.the Oilers' second-round draft pick
window of Aim's speeding 1993 cadittac cause of death was not immediately deterin 1990, had played in only two games this wrong and toed and convicted himself."
Eldorado when it went out of control and mined.
Alm and Lynch were best friends who year because of a contract dispute and a said Houston coach Jack Pardee
struck harriers on either side ofan elevated exit
Alm.6-foot-6 and 272 pounds. played in
played football together at Carl Sandburg broken right leg suffered last month against
ramp. police spokesman Rick Hanky said
for the Oilers last season and had
games
14
Cincinnati
lynch
and
111..
Park.
Orland
in
against
High
txxly
sitting
School
Aim's
Police found
a sack and two forced fumbles
tackles,
15
expected
was
he
anti
healed
had
kg
His
often traveled to Houston to sit. friends
a guardrail near his car and near a shotgun
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More millionaires than ever in major leagues
By Ronald Blum
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -- A record 273
baseball players made Si million or more
this year, topped by Chicago Cubs second
baseman Ryne Sandberg at 56.379.2 I 3. according to a salary study by The Associated
Press

While the number of million-dollar players increased by six from 1992. the percentage decreased from 17 I percent to 315
percent because of expansion
The number of $2 million players went
up by only 12 to 189, but players at $3
million or higher jumped from 71 to 103
There were 38 players at $4 million or
more,an increase of 15,and I •1 at $5 million

or higher, more than double the five in 1992
Following Sandberg was New York Mets
outfielder Bobby Bonilla at $6.2 million and
Mets pitcher Du ight Gooden at S6,166,667
The top-paid players at each position
formed a lineup that earned $47,829,213
Joining Sandberg in the infield were first
baseman Will Clark, then with San Francisco, at $4 75 million. Cincinnati shortstop

Barry I arkm at 55 75 million and California
third baseman Kelly Gruber at 54.333,333.
Due to an injurs. Gruber played just 17
games at third base last season
After Bonilla.the top- paid outfielders were
Joe Caner of Toronto at $5 55 million and
Kirby Puckett of Minnesota at 55 3 million
The highest-paid catcher. nio 72nd 0% erall.
was Benito Santiago of Florida at S2 4 million
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January 2-7 8c 9-14, 1994
• One night slopeside condo lodging
• Use of Spots & Fitness Club
• All day lift ticket
• $225 Five day packages available

For rockets Call The Concert line:

207-237-2000
Packages Call:

For Concert lodging

1-800-THE-LOAF

The Maine Campus, Wednesday, December 15, 1993
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•NBA Roundup

Mailman delivers at center for jazz
(AP)--Karl Malone scored 27 points
More importantly, he played center and held
David Robinson in check as the Utah Jazz
heat the San Antonio Spurs.
We put Karl on Robinson and I thought
he did a great job of keeping him away from
the basket," said Utah coach Jerry Sloan.
whose team on Monday won sole possession
of second place in the Midwest Division The
Jazz (14-7) are 5 1/2 games behind the 19-1
Houston Rockets
['tab outscored the Spurs 15-6 in the first
9'06 of the fourth quarter San Anti.nio coach
John Lucas then was ejected for his second
technical foul of the game and the Jan took
their largest lead at 99-82 with 50.5 seconds
left
In other games. Phoenix heat Milwaukee
112-104, New Jersey heat Miami 110-105 in
double overtime. and Boston heat Philadelphia 112-107.
Malone -- nicknamed the "Mailman" —
held Robinson to 2.3 rk ints — 5.3 below his
aserage - and IT rebounds For Utah, John
Stockton had I h romt,and I 3 assists. Tom
Chambers had If' rsants and Jeff Malone 15

Dennis Rudman had 20 rebounds and no
points for San Antonio The Jan held San
Antonio to 11 -for-37 shooting in the second
half, and the Spurs had eight turnovers in the
fourth quarter. Suns i 12, Bucks 104
At Phoeni ix. the Suns trailed by five points
entenng the fourth quarter, hut tied it at 9f)
with 3 In minutes left Dan Majerle made a
3-pointer to break the tie and the Suns pulled
away after that.
"Just because you have a poor record
doesn't mean you get blown out even night,"
Charles Barkley said of the Bucks (4- IN.
who entered the game with a two-game road
win streak and the worst record in the Eastern
Conference
Bartley had 28 points and 21 rehounds.
Key in Johnson had 32 points and Maierle 19.
Milwaukee had nine more field goals (45)
than the Suns and shot 59 percent But Phoenix was 37-of-45 from the line to 10-of- 17 for
Milwaukee and won its sixth straight
Nets 110. Bucks 105(2 OTI
At East Rutherford. N J. Kenny Anderson had 12 points. I I assists and I) rebounds,
and Kevin Edwards scored a season-high 28

against his former team
Anderson was playing with a sore left
wrist It's the same wrist he broke last season
when he missed the final 27 regular-season
games and the playoffs.
"It hurt the whole game It still hurts. But
I just said 'later for this.' A little pain can't kill
me," he said.
Anderson clinched the triple-double with
an assist on a lane jumper by Armon Gilliam
with 15 seconds remaining to make it 107101 After Bimho Coles scored for Miami.
Anderson penetrated and drew the defense
off Chns Morris, passed outside and watched
Moths make a 3 pointer for his only points of
the game
Celtics 112,'Men 107
At Boston.Dee Brown was 14-of-19from
the field and scored a career-high 35 points.
"Ile was in one of those zones," Philadelphia coach Fred Caner said."When a guy
doesn't shoot well for a couple of games, you
know one like this is coming...
In four games since getting his previous
career-high of 32. Brown made just 9 of 34
shots and scored 23 points.

Maine Campus classifieds

Childcare sitter-lo care for 3 & yr old
n my home M-F beginning Jan 3rd Call
827-6855 after 5 p m
ALASKA SUMMER MROYMENT-F
eries- Students needed Many earn up tu
$2,000-01rno in canneries or $3.000 S6.000+lrno on fishing vessels Mans
employers provide room & board & transportation Over 8,000 openings Noexpe
nence necessary' Male or female Get the
recessary head start on next summer
For more information cal (206)545-4155
eirt A506Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up tc
12,000. "or-t' working on cruise ships
or land-tour companies World travel
employment avail
Summer &
able No experience necessary For more
information cal" ?(IF Fld 41.4V44 Pld
(5067

Tree of Hope in Union-Dec '3- 17
8 30-4 Donate money, food, clothing
for Christmas Sponsored by Tau Beta
Sec ma
JOIN THE FERNALD SNACK BM
IREAKFAST QS& ,St romp - be
;i7 an' orate, a

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN ',;icei TAILGATE PARTY
ghreaway 99 rood spec ars start at 8 OC
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock
JVC. mote
Soundshapers - '45 Elm St E•PWP•
C.R9 889
ViVieilitlk1 Mac aria femaie sttoperc
for birthdays. ftaternity, sorority and
special occasions Call Exotica 9474406

Lost: Dark blue l L Bean backpack at
Stewart Commons Friday 12 10 Call
Scot! at 581- 8'69 Reward Offered,
glo%es on
Lost: Par 04 !
s8494
2"d 4100, Nev
Lost: Gold col'•• ,ing IA/ red stone It
is a class ring Lost in Stodder quad
before Thanksgiving break Reward Offered. Call x67;'
Lost: Betweer !re Union, Neville and
the MCA parking lot, a set of 4 keys Or
a yellow 'Crew' keythain and Maine
bearpaw key chain If found, call 866
7328
Lost: One computer disk Called Media
Flight Plan for Macintosh In or around
Lord Hall 12/3 Call x1273 Colleen
Lost Gold ring with black stone Lost
'2:3 between Neville and Union Call
catricia x1350
Found: S lzuki motorcycle key in the
parking lot by Lan, Fitness Center on
Dec 1 0th Call ii 1 121
Found: In Memorial Gym -Many items
such as glasses, watches, earrings, a
camera and a heeper have been turned
r the the Lost and Found at the
Recreational Sports Office. 140 Me
moriar Gym If you have lost any of
these items they can be claimed from
7 30 a m to 5 p m Monday through
r • day
Found: At information center in the
Memorial Union If you lost any of these
tens, piease check between 8 a m 4 30 pm Assorted iesvery, eye glasses,
eve glass rases sun glasses, gloves
books notebooks iackets, sweaters
hats scarves, mugs, umbrellas. sm4
cooler
Found: A ford car key in the area of
Hannibal Hamlin on Wed 8th Contact
the Marne Campus x1273

from page 21

player, and not having him passing to me
makes things a little bit more difficult," Ingraham said. "IC s a different game without
him out there I'm just going to do what the
coaches ask of me, arid hopefully everything
will work itself out"
Ingraham said he isn't feeling any pressure to he the struggling Black Bears. savior,
but he iktes realize that the team is counting
on hint to he an immediate offensive force.
"I know I have to fit in right away,"
Ingraham said. "With Paul here I'd probably
have more time to get used to game conditions again, but he isn't and I have lobe at my
hest right away."
Kariya's absence has forced another
change on Ingraham, albeit a positive one—
along with junior defenseman Andy Silverman. he was chosen as one of the Black
Bears' new captains last Thursday.
It's a duty he takes great pride in even
though he says be isn't the most talkative guy
in the world.
"I feel I've got to lead by example,"
Ingraham said. "I'm not a very vocal person,
hut it's a great honor to he a captain of this
team, and we have a lot of young guys that
look to the seterans for leadership Hopefully, my play will speak for itself."

stop,by the basement of Loyd

Hall for your classified ad..

1983 Jeep CTS-Soft top, runs good
Graduating, must sell S1200 or B 0 Call
866-7681
One queen sized waterbed-Soft -sidel
e mattress cover & frame, romplete
$150 or best offer-must go Call 8253201
Macintosh computer for sale-Com
plete system including printer only 1500
Call Chris at 1 800 289-5685
Full-size mattress• box spring!! For
sale' Only 5501 Real cozy' Call Dan at 1
8833
Christmas trees-Take home a freshly
Cut Balsam fir or Scotch pine tree for
Christmas Choose and cut at out Tree
Farm in Stillwater on Fri , Sat or Sun We
will wrap and hold your tree near Exit 51
for pickup of your was home Carpenter
Tree Farm, Bennoch Rd, Stillwater, 2
mles north of light at Bennoch and
Stillwater Ave (RI 16) 827-8383
Arnega 500 computer-Super resolution
graphics and killer Tl.:9C and speech Like
super VGA and Soundblaster built-in' I
meg memory,2 disk &yes,color monitor,
over 100 games animation and producthe
and 2 tovstoc cs 5400
ity programs'
ge
rages left 827 7928
/ Cruise tickets to eilis-Round
trip, S35C, or 8,0 For info call %tack, at
827 5430
Radius color pivot monitor cv/ 11 S,
nter4ace acceie•atc• S60C or 8,0 Call

Diuman & car adaptor

all Bret 866_

Wanted Artwork 40• the Maine
Review, We need your ail' For more
information call 581-8707

Needed to share large, upstairs, 2 BR
ap/ in Old Town S250/rno incl everything If roommate not found, willing to
urn lease over Available now, Call Digo
581-2959 or 827 8650
Share lovely quiet horne in OronoReasonable, great deal, phone, laundry.
atilities incl Call Clara 866 -3 701

Beautiful rooms available Dec. 25xcelent Orono location, great value
Call Mike 945-6056
1 BR apt-Mill St , Orono Inc heat and
Hi t vsater, $350/mo Available January
a Sandy at 827-3666
Park Place- 2 BR, 2 -bath unit w/ lull
basement now ready $600 heated 862206'
5 BR unit at Riverplex- Available Jan 1,
$800 heated P I Realty Management
q42 4815
Room for rent in downtown Orono5160 plus utilities per month Call 866331:
Rooms for rent-Old Town 2 rooms
avail immed 1 room avail Jan 1 5200
o includ util Mar aret F. 7094

Happy Birthday lay-From your fellow
ers in the ad department of T M C
Washburn strippers sat. i2-11-93
DTD-Don't quit your day lob' We know
;-r we want S back'
Sweetheart-v our big day is coming on
Love Mt
Fop Rat .
• takP you up on
your
Lady on top
Don't forget to put a personal in for your
graduating friends,

